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Number 24

Fate Of New S1 ration Bank
Hangs On Decision Of F. D.I. C.

The Vocational Training School
The Fulton Ckty Commission dispensed
with a full agenda of business on Monday
night, making payments to on-going development programs now in the working stage all
around the city.

The Farmers Exchange Bank of
Bank has purchased a lot in South
seeking to establish a branch in SouthUnion City, Fulton
and its architect has
Fulton
,
has
received an expected "go-ahead" from
designed the banking facllity.In
the
Tenconstruc
be
ted there.
nessee Banking Department, (NEW
S, last week The structure will contain 3,500
story) but has yet to get the facility
square
feet
and be of conapproved by temporary design
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpor
to blend in with
ation, The other structures in the
area. The
News learned this week.
branch will be constructed on
Approval of both agencies is required
property between Sears and the
before Liberty Supermarket on Highthe branch can be established.
way 45-E, directly across from
F. G. "Moe" Cavin, President of
the Dairy Queen.
City Bank, told The News on Tuesdthe Union "We feel this is the best
week that FDIC approval was expec ay of this commercial lot in South Fulton
ted
are fprtiutate in obtaining
time" and he expected no difficulty "at any Itandforweowbranch. We will angetting it.
Other sources, however, stated that the
nounce soon the members of our
FDIC is South Fulton advisory board and
being asked to take a close look at the
hope to provide some stock for
to see whether or not another banking situation the
South Fulton area," Mr.
facility is
necessary to serve the needs of the Twin
Cavin said.
Cities.
According to Mr. Cavin, the

Unquestionably the most important matter brought before the municipal officers
was the tact that on the motion of Commissioner Bob Craven, the officials unanimously
voiced "strong objection" to the levy of a 3%
utility tax with which to establish a vocational training school in Fulton County.
Although the opposition from the
Fulton City Commission is significant,
It has no legal bearing as to whether the
permissive levy can be made.
On the same evening the Fulton City
School Board delayed any definite action on
the matter which they have had under advisement for nearly a month. In order to
comply with the legalities to levy a permissive tax on utilities to construct the vocational school building the Fulton City Independent School Board must join with the
Fulton County School Board in petitioning
the Fulton County Fiscal Court to establish
the tax structure, set at three per cent of the
gross utilities (gas, electricity, water, telephone) receipts in Fulton County.
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Since it guarantees deposits,
Sam Brown (middle), chairman of the
bank will be devoted to customer
tournament committee, presents th•
champion's tro- the FDIC is concerned with the nearly $20 million dollars, service with five paying
!shy to Max McDade (left), who scored
and
a low 146. Mrs. Frances Henry looks on,
strengt
h
of
a
banking
operati
receivin
on
would
seem to indicate that the
g teller windows, three
(Story page 4)
and its potential for success. treater community is being ad- loan desks, a large commun
ity
Cavin stated that the branch equately served," the spokes- room and three drive-up
winwould be a "Full-Service" man continued.
dows
branch. "They are less conHe said it will provide full
South Fulton, the fargest incerned with state lines and corpora
ted city in Tennessee banking services such as compolitical subdivisions than they without
a bank or a branch, will mercial and agricultural loans,
are the physical area the bank
soon have such a facility, ac- personal, auto and all types of
serves," a source told The cording
to F G 'Moe' Cavin, installment loans along with such
News Wednesday. "The fact president of the Farmer services as checking and savings
s
that •FUltco has two strong Kxchange Bank of Union City accounts, Christmas clubs and
.
banks, with assets totaling
"The Fulton Country Club is the golfers and their wives,
He said the Farmers Exchange safety deposit boxes.
It is hoped that the facility can
leaving no stone unturned to
Chairman Tress today anbe opened in November. he said.
make the 1971 Ken-Tenn Invi- nounced the following commitIn
the past South Fulton
tational Golf Tournament one of tees for the tournament:
Regrettable Exposure
citizens have been served by two
the most successful in its hisScorers.
Mrs. Tom Westbanks, both located in Fulton.
tory," Joe Tress, chairman of pheling, Mrs. C. D. Jones, Jim
It is regrettable that the blaring headThe new branch will 1. the
the event said today.
Newton, Harry Reams, Charles
lines here about a 3% utility tax has comsecond
for the
Farmers
As in the past, the largest Thomas and Charles Curtis.
Exchange,its other being located
array of top-flight golfers in
pletely distorted the legalities involved in
Rules: Bobby Scates, David
in Rives.
the
West
Kentuck
y and West Phelps, Wayne Cooper.
the manner by which such a tax can be imTotal assets of the Farmers
Tennessee area is expected to
(By P. W.)
Mrs. Harvey Jeffrey has
Exchange is in excess of
posed upon utility consumers.
participate in the event that charge of the girls, who collect
$15,250,
000
will be held here on Saturday score cards.
True, it is a "permissive" tax, meaning
and Sunday, June 25 and 26.
Mrs. Jasper Vowell and Mrs.
Some weeks the world is full of happi"We have many great golfers Bobby Scates are in charge of
that the Fulton City School Board, with the
coming to compete from all getting the ladies to keep score
ness,some it is full of sadness. I guess I have
Fulton County School Board can petition the
over the area," he said. Many for the championship flight.
been blessed with much happiness, but this
Fiscal Court to levy the tax without a refentries have already been reFrank Woolf and his Scout
Janet Pogue
week it is the other way around. Tuesday we
ceived
and others are coming Troop will provide the caddies.
erendum.
daily, according to Mrs. Tom
received word that Annabelle Edwards, our
Ken-Tenn dance chairman Westpheliag, who is in ahem Al Baeliart.
But the fait that the consumers inVoivlong-time and beloved bookkeeper, had sufof entries.
Tents - James Needham of
ed have the privilege to protest the tax, at
fered a serious attack at the home of herklauA new scoreboard is being Hornbealc Funeral Home.
the ballot box, has scarcely been mentioned.
erected under the direction of Trophies - Charles Curtis and
ghter in Cleveland, Mississippi and was in
Jimmy Newton and sponsored Lynn Newton.
"intensive care" there at the East Bolivar
Mrs. Annabelle Edwards, a
by Pepsi Cola Company.
PA
System
Bill
Bennett
.
The People's Decision
former employee of the Fulton
Hospital.
All prizes will be golf equipDecorations for clubhouse County News and a prominent
ment.
Mrs. Ed Halley.
The manner by which the utility levy
and popular clubwoman in FulLunch will be served by the
Annabelle, who had been in poor health
Publicity and Lineup - Helen
can be made is patterned after the procedure
ton is under intensive care at
ladies of the Club on both Sat- King and Mrs. Thomas Mahan.
since last fall, had decided to go stay with
urday and Sunday. The annual
the Bolivar County Hospital in
Club president, C. D. Jones The Hickman Courier, and the
of the library tax that is now in existence.
her daughter down in Mississippi until she
Ken-Tenn dance will be held will present the trophies and Fulton News are proud to have
Cleveland, Miss.
on Saturday night, June 26 for prizes following the tourna- on their staffs Janet Pogue, a
felt better, and I had spent an hour talking
I find it rather odd, that many of
Mrs. Edwards, who has made
bright, young journalism stument.
to her last Saturday before her Sunday
her home in Fulton for the Past
the same people who bally-hosed right
de- several
dent from Murray State Uniyears left Fulton on
parture.
strenuously for a library and Bookmoversity. Janet. of Poplar Bluff,
Monday afternoon to make her
Missouri, is at the two newsbile and for a minion-dollar high school
future
home in Hattisburg,
Kellena Holland told us that apparently
papers under the internship
for the cultural betterment of our comMiss. Her daughter Mrs. Nell
Annabelle's attack came shorty after she
program of the Journalism Demunities, now find it inopportune to enMeadow
s,
was accompanypartment of Murray State.
reached Mississippi. Word received here ing Mrs. who
Edwards to Hattisdorse a vocltional training school for
Wednesday evening just before going to
burg said that they had decided
A good reporter, a feature
the growing number of disadvantaged
writer with a flare for human
to spend the night in Cleveland,
press indicates that she is "some better" but
persons who used skills, who want to
interest stories, she weathered
Miss, where Mrs. 'Edwards bestill
in
intens
ive
care.
The
Carborundum Company has announced her first day ,at the Courier
make a living wage, but who cannot afcame quite ill and was admitwithout being fired, although
plans for expansion of the Graphite Products
ted to the hospital.
ford the luxury of a college education.
Disaid when told that she
Then Wednesday morning we received
In a telephone conversation
vision plant in Hickman, Kentucky. The Hick- she
would fill the requirements: "I
with Mrs. Meadows Tuesday
a call that Lana Campbell's little baby son
man plant manufactures graphite electrodes
We have wished long and hard for a Vowouldn'
t
bet
on
it."
the News learned that Mrs.
for
had just been found dead in its cradle. Just
the steel industry.
cational training school' for this area. We
Edwards is suffering from a
Janet recently won the top
eight weeks ago I had the pleasure of an- blood
clot in her leg and with
have considered it a great asset to procuring
prize in a national essay connounc
ing
the
The planned expansion will cated in the geographic center test
heart failure. At the time of the
birth of this youngster here in
industry, as the Fulton-South Fulton Chamsponsored by Newsweek
help the Carborundum Com- of the major steel industries.
call
Mrs. Edwards was resting
this column. Lana is a former employee
magazine. The subject of her
of
ber of Commerce and the Fulton Rotary
pany meet the increasing needs
The expansion of the Hick- essay
well, but her doctors reported
The News.
was "The Values of High
of the steel industry with a man electrode plant will in- Educati
Club indicated by their enthusiastic endorsethat
surgery on her leg might
on."
high-quality, total product line crease capacity by 40 percent.
ments.
Lana had given her little son breakfast have to be performed when the
She attended Junior College
of electrodes. The Hickman, The new facilities will include
heart
condition is improved.
in Poplar Bluff, Missouri beearlier Wednesday morning and about ten
Kentucky, location is favorable a 'building, additional graphite
Mrs. Edwards was a longOf course it will cost a little more monfore entering Murray State as a
o'cloc
for shipping by rail, truck, or furnaces, electrical gear, and
k went to his cradle to bathe him and
time employee for the Illinois
junior last year. She is 20 years
ey but, it is as Lorene Harding said at the
water, and is approximately lo- other related equipment. Confound that he had passed away. No reason
Central Railroad at many
old and the daughter of Mr.
Chamber of Commerce meeting: "I don't
struction will begin immedipoints on the system. Persons
and Mrs. Vaughn Pogue of
has been discovered, and only the possibility
ately and is expected to be Poplar
want to pay any more taxes than you dd. But
wishing to send cards may do
Bluff.
of "heart failure" can be the medical excompleted by February 1972.
Janet is eager to dig into
so by addressing them to the
this is something we need, it's long overdue,
Anthony M. Pisano, general some
(Cont
inued
On Page Four)
good feature stories of
Bolivar County Hospital.
and we'll just have to pay for it."
manager of the Graphite ProPeople and scenes around Hickduets Division, noted that the, man.
The Courier editors sugexpansion announcement coin- gest
Yet, people like Mrs. Harding, and
you give her a call.
cides with the fourth anniverthe members of the Chamber of Comsary of the first shipment of
merce and the Rotary Club, and many,
The twin cities' Retail Mer- electrodes from the Hickman
chants Association has au- plant. He estimated that the
others, apparently can't make that decithorized the purchase of eighty expansion would result in a 24
sion if the Fultcm City School Board deChristmas decorations for the percent increase in employclines to join the Fulton County School
downtown area, at a total cost ment. He further noted that the
earlier action of simplifying
of $8,960.
Board in petitioning, not so much for
To date $4,256 has been the organization and product
the funds, but to allow voters an oppordonated to the fund by indi- mix, along with the excellent
tunity to oppose, or approve the monies
viduals, clubs, businesses, cooperation and performance
and service organizations. The of the entire work force of the
with which to build a vocational traincity of South Fulton has pledg- Hickman facility has enabled
On July 3, 1971 the Fulton
WI school.
ed $2,240, to be paid when an C,arborundam to make this ex- Jaycees will be sponsoring their
equal amount is received in pansion possible.
2nd Annual July 4th Celebration.
Taxes Can Be Lowered
donations. The Southern VilThe activities will begin at
lage Shopping Center has
Many people are uninformed with re2 13. m. at the City Park with
bgreed
to
concess
purchas
ion stands, carnival,
e two decoragards to the distribution of the monies detions.
bingo, and pony rides. A barrived in Fulton from a utility tax.
The 80 decorations will be
An old-fashioned gospel sir - becue dinner will be served
placed on utility poles in Ful- log will be held on Saturd. . startling at 5 p. m. with a cake
A large portion of the tax will be reton and South Futon. Each is a June 2at 7:30 p. an. et the Fe
walk at 7 p. m. sponsored by
double Gothic window design ton Kitty League Park. The the Jaycettes. There will be
turned to the Fulton City School system on
with a lighted candle in the cen- event Is planned as
a benefit a demonstration by the Nathe basis of average daily attendance of stuter. Colors will alternate in for the Internat
ional Banana tional Guard on helicopter meddents. It is NOT a tax leved against Fulton
red and green.
ical evacuation followed by a
Festival.
people to pay for a school in Hickman.
at
No admission will be disinter]. huge fireworks display
The Fulton Lima Club
dark,
which will be followed
has donated $500, the proceeds but free will offerings are sugby
a
teen
dance.
Tickets
,
from their recent pancake gested with the proceeds going
As a matter of fact, if the funds dewhich cover the barbecue dinsupper, to the fund. The Lions to the 1971 Banana Festival
rived by the Fulton City School system
ner, helicopter demonstrahave donated a total of $1,100
Tht featured groups will be tion,
and fireworks display,
are more than adeauate to fulfill their
to the project, and their latest' the lemi Crain Singers
of
donation brings the fund to Memphis, The Clark Jubilee will be $1.50 for adults and RAPID PROORDIS: A email grow ef weakens* Is busy
present commitments, there can be* rethese days at the elk ef the
$1.00
for children and may $500,000 Hadley
within $1,730 of the total need- Ringer', The COmmel 'Itravel
new
Adhesive building In northwest Fulton
duction in the local property tax, which
ers, be obtained from any Jaycee.
adjacent to the IC's NNW
ed (including the South Fulton The Joyful Noise,
Yards.
(Above)
,
steel
'The
framew
ork for a giant new steel building
&MOM member, Come out and enjoy
u you well knew, could stand a little
pledge in the amount already Oitatels and
will seen be covered as the rear build..
the Deacons Quar- a 4th of July celebra
tion you lag has been. The buildings, on• 7-acr• site, will
raised).
reducing, don't you think?
tet.
contain approximately 45,0N square
will sever forget.
feet
rif floor space.

Top-Flight Golfers
In Ken-Tenn Event

Kentucky Windage

'boot Pogue
Joins Staff
As Interne

Carborundum Company
Plans Huge Expansion

Decorations To
Be Purchased
By Merchants

Jaycees Plan
Second Event
On July 4th
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In Mississippi
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Tennessee's Largest Catfish Farm Is The
417 - Acre Creswell Layout Near Milan
In some respects, there's nothing much unusual about James
Creswell's 417-acre, river-bottom
farm near Milan, Tennessee. Like
most farmers in. his area, Creswell
raises a fair-sized cotton crop each
year. He also pastures a herd of
around 40 beef cows and their
calves. But at that point, he parts
company with the average farmer.
His cotton and cattle opera.tions occupy only a little more
than half his total acreage. The
-rest of his farm is, by and large,
covered with water. And it is in
• that water that he produces his
important crop. For Creswel
• most
• Is a practitioner of one of the country's newest and fastest growing
forms of agriculture - catfish farming.
In his first year of operation-1966—he constructed 16
ponds totaling 30 surface acres of
water. The second year he added
another 50 acres and the third
year, 90. In 1970 his catfish operation, which he calls Creswell's
Holiday Lakes, produced 200,000
pounds of food fish and a million
'fingerlings. He also kept a stock of
some 50,000 pounds of brood fish
g on hand.
Creswell's catfish farm is not
•
as big as some of the vast fish-producing facilities in the prime catfish states of Mississippi and Arkansas. But it is the largest of its
kind in Tennessee. And in many
respects, it is more or less typical
, of the majority of large-scale catfish operations.
Like most fish farmers, Cres•
well produces primarily channel
catfish, but he also raises a few
blues and an albino channel
strain. They are grown in a total
of 27 ponds that range from threequarters of an acre to 24 acres in
size. The ponds are rectangular in
shape, and the bulk of them are
laid out side by side in a giant
checkerboard pattern. They are
watered from a series of deep
wells, and an elaborate pumping
and draining system makes it possible to adjust water levels at any
time.
The annual production cycle
in Creswell's operation begins in
the spring when the water temperature hits 72 degrees, triggering
the spawning urge in his brood
. fish. The fish spawn in cans placed
in shallow water around the edges
of the ponds. Fingerlings hatched
from the spawn are held in rearing
ponds for approximately a year.
In the spring following their
" 'hatching, they are transferred to
production ponds. Now averaging
from six to eight inches in length,
they receive a heavy ration of
commercially milled feed for the
next seven months or so. At the
end of that period, they average
about a pound each in weight and
are considered market ready.
" 'There's one advantage that
you have with catfish that you
don't have with any farm crop that
I know of," Creswell says. "If the
price isn't right when you get 'em
ready for market, you can just
hold 'em til it is right. A catfish,
: being cold-blooded, doesn't re- quire but a very small amount of
food to hold his own. He won't
_ grow if you don't feed him much,
but he won't starve to death like a
hog or a cow or a chicken."
Because he has a reputation
as a source of disease-free fish,
Creswell sells quite a bit of brood
Volsd sow st klishscIses "Best All Ammer
Week's Falv•ra.
1Peceed-cless postage paid at !tufts, Ky.
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stock to other fish farmers. He also
markets hundreds of thousands of
fingerlings to his fellow, growers
each year. A considerable number
of his larger fish are purchased by
operators of pay fishing lakes. But
the bulk of his crop consists of fish
intended for food. Unlike the average grower, he is not dependent on
external market channels for the
distribution of his food fish. He
has his own processing facility,
and he sells directly to grocery
stores, fish markets, and restaurants without going through a
middleman.
For every big, highly efficient
operator like Creswell, there are
many others who are in the catfish business on a much smaller
scale. But regardless of their size,
catfish farmers share one universal trait—they're all relatively
new at the game. Little more than
a decade ago, there was hardly
such a thing as catfish farming. In
1960, no more than a few hundred
acres were devoted to commercial
catfish production in all of the
United States. But shortly thereafter the business began to establish a foothold, and by 1963,
some 2,400 acres were in catfish
ponds.
The early development of catfish farming was centered in Arkansas and Mississippi. From
there it spread to Louisiana, Alabama, Georgia, and Tennessee.
Today, fair-sized catfish acreages
also are found in Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Oklahoma,
Texas, and Kansas. But Mississippiris still the number one catfish state, and Mississippi and Arkansas together account for 75 percent of all commercial production.
In the mid-1960's, the catfish
business really began to move.
From 1963 to 1966, the amount of
water in production rose from
2,400 to 15,000 acres. And it kept
climbing—to 25,000 acres in 1968,
to 35,000 in 1969 and finally to
50,000 in 1970. Figuring an average of 1,000 pounds of catfish for
each acre of water, it is estimated
that the harvest in 1970 totaled 50
million pounds.
The astounding growth of catfish farming is understandable
enough. Producers who got an
early start in the game, exercised
good management and enjoyed a
little luck reaped far /better returns than they could ever expect
from cotton or soybeans. On top of
that, there seemed to be a ready
market for catfish. And then there
was the matter of the catfish's conversion ratio.
Conversion ratio is an agricultural term that denotes the number of pounds of feed that are required to produce one pound of
Meat. Catfish do a better job of
turning feed into meat than any
other U. S. farm animal. Under
ideal conditions, a pound of catfish can be produced from as little
as 1.25 pounds of feed. Compare
that to the eight pounds of feed
required to make a pound of beef,
and it is easy to see why a lot of
farmers couldn't wait to start
growing catfish.
—Tennessee Valley "Perspective" Summer 1971.

"The railroads complain that
they are regulated unfairly because they are subjected to total
rate and entry control whereas
trucks and barges are not. I
agree," states Mr. George M.Stafford, chairman, Interstate Commerce Commission.

The Oregon Voter magazine
notes that about 40 percent of the
Earth's oxygen is produced by
growing forests and other green
land plants. Photosynthesis by
ocean plant life produces most of
the remaining supply.
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Parents ....
Know the Drug Threat
Today's Subject: Drugs and live Laws

SOMETIME
Sometime when you're feeling important
Sometime when your ego's in bloom,
Sometime when you take it for granted,
You're the best qualified in the room.
Sometime when you feel that your going,
Would leave an unfillable hole,
Just follow this simple instruction
And see how it humbles your soul.
Take a bucket and fill it with water,
Put your hand in it up to the wrist,
Pull it out and the hole that's remaining
Is a measure of how you'll be missed.
You may splash all you please when you enter,
You can stir up the water galore,
But stop and you'll find in a minute
That it looks quite the same as before.
The moral in this quaint example is:
Do just the best that you can
Be proud of yourself, but remember—
There is no indispensable man.

No matter how much we discuss the matter of drugs and
their misuse, there is still one incontrovertible fact: It is illegal.
People using drugs, excluding those obtained by prescription
and used according to directions, may land in jail, and their
lives are affected for years to come.
For example, possession of Marijuana for personal use is a
felony under federal law. A conviction could mean a sentence
of not less than two years and not more than 10, for the first
offense. When a person applies for a job, he is often asked to
state whether he has ever been convicted of a felony. An affirmative reply, of course, would limit greatly his chances for
being hired. Conviction on felony charges also means loss of
voting rights.
Many state laws are more severe in their penalties for
possession of Marijuana. For example, the state of Ohio specifies a maximum sentence of life in prison for selling Marijuana
to people who are minors.
Many states specify Marijuana as a narcotic, but the federal laws do not, as of this writing.
On the other hand, possession of LSD, a far more dangerous drug you will recall from our discussion in this series, was
made a misdemeanor, subject to a fine and/or prison term,
in changes made in federal laws. Prior to these changes, possession of LSD for personal use had not been a federal crime
at all. Today about half of our states outlaw the possession of
LSD, but the laws are changing constantly and tending to go
in the direction of stiffer penalties.

J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, says, "The distance from the dare to try 'pot'
Author Unknown
(Marijuana), to 'mainlining' (injecting Heroin) is very short."
Other !aw enforcement officers seem to feel that greater use
PURELY PERSONAL: A of Marijuana, especially among youngsters, will probably lead
recent Carnegie report makes it them to the use of far more dangerous drugs.
very clear that U.S. medical
schools must train many more
Mind-influencing drug laws continue to change in recent
doctors, and do the training
Very important changes in federal law, making far stiffer
quickly .... one way to speed years.
& MINOR, TOO
passed by Congress
things is to take students direct- penalties concerning dangerous drugs, were
805005 V IWABVSTIO61
ly out of high school, as is done in just the last few years, in alterations in the Drug Abuse
in many countries with high Control Amendments of 1965.
ACAPULCO: The hotels that abundant use of native marble, health standards, instead of waitThe main changes were: LSD was placed under the
ing for three years of pre-med
ring the bay remind the visitor tile and woodwork.
training ...great dessert: Blue- category and defined as "depressant or stimulant drugs" and
of those on Miami Beach, but
•••
berry brown betty, with a gold- possession for use was made a misdemeanor on the first offense.
it's nor fair to compare AcaA FAVORITE STORY: A en, sugary crust ...sight I'd like And, indicative of the trend, it is now a misdemeanor just to
pulco with Florida's famed rethis type
sort city. The beach here is boy who had hoped in vain for to see again: Hongkong bay at have Barbiturates, Amphetamines or other drugs of
much better, to begin with; a new pair of high boots went night from atop Victoria Peak, In your possession unless they have been prescribed by a
the swimming is better; the view on a strike at prayer time, ex- one of the world's most beauti- licensed physician and were obtained through a valid prescription from him. Offenders can be fined as much as $1,000 and
is better; there is a more re- plaining to his mother, "It's.ful views.
•••
jailed for up to one year—or both—for the first or second oflaxed atmosphere, and there is no use. Art doesn't listen.'
the Mexican touch that adds "Art who?" she asked. "Art in Driving in Mexico? If so, fense on these charges if convicted. On third offenses or beyond,
heaven," he sadly explained.
so much charm and color.
the maximum fine is now $10,000 and up to three years in prison
— Dick Van Dyke. you'll need insurance with a OR BOTH! There were, however, some special provisions put
And there are contrasts here,
Mexican insurance company,
•
•
•
too.
suggests the Allstate Motor Club. Into the law for people whose convictions were their first on
THE FUNNY PAPERS
The first came as our MexiIt will give motorists full infor- possession charges. These allow courts to suspend sentence and
CLASSIFIED
AD:
Twocans jet came in for its landing.
mation at locations in any of put the person so charged and convicted on probation for up
story
home
Arlington
on
bus
The countryside was typically
the leading border cities of the to one year.
Mexican, small villages and the line near Holy Trinity Church. Southwest.
heavily-loaded burros visible in Very god condition.
Under the new federal changes, the penalty for unlawful
• • •
the bright sun. And suddenly He was a lifelong resident
sale, manufacture, delivery or other disposal of, or possemdon
we were in a gleaming airport, of Jim Wells County and was
EAGER BEAVER:
with intent to sell a depressant or stimulant &WC'treAtIrhias modern as the fine hotels !commercial panter.
If you are one who enjoys quar- vol,,ing counterfeit drugs of this type, has now'bOtnYfteolligict
we later were to see along the — Corpus Christi Caller-Times. reling, why not'take up law and
to fines of up to $10,000 or prison terms of up to five years—
• ••
beach.
get paid for it?
. What Eve or both!
It's about time: For some probably said to Adam: "Gee,
Acapulco's contrasts help
The illegal sale, delivery or other disposal of such drugs
make it all the more interesting. serious thinking about auto safe- this is fun. How did you ever
And you don't need a room in ty belts....for too few people think of it?" — Wilfred Beaver. by persons over age 18 to those under age 21, now can bring
• • •
a luxury hotel to enjoy the are using them!
fines up to $15,000 or prison terms for not more than 10 years,
•••
sccnery, the fine beaches, the
or both! For second and later offenses, the fine goes up to
THE FUNNY PAPERS
rolling surf and the warm water.
SER IOUS PROBLEM
Dear Miss Venderbilt: Julia $20,000 and the jail term to 15 years.
The beaches are public, you
Venereal disease is nothing to and her boy friend made a
Of course, there are many ins and outs to prosecution of
see, and if you have a room laugh or joke about
it's seri- terrible mistake and he became
the drug laws, and the courts across the land are being
in a low cost hotel or a casa ous, and it's spreading. The pregnant.
de huespedes (guest house) you American Social Health Assn.
— Pomona (Calif.) swamped more and more with drug cases, but all indications
pay only a fraction of what says one in 10 young women may
Progress-Bulletin. point to stiffer penalties and more stringent interpretations of
the beachfront visitor pays.
have gonorrhea and not know
She was hit in the shoulder existing laws for chronic offenders. And, this is what we MUST
Newest and finest of the Aca- it. Two million new cases were by a bullet fired through her get across to our children and youngsters; the laws of the land
pulco hotels is the Paraiso Mar- reported last year, but many panty window.
will not let them destroy themselves with drug misuse if they
riott, leased and operated by have it without having it de— Binghamton (N.Y.) Press. are caught and eventually they will most likely be apprehended.
the Marriott Motor Hotel group. tected. Other known cases simAt the time of his appointNext week will be our summary. Try to be with us to
It has 442 rooms on 22 floors ply aren't reported. VD is spread ment, Hickel introduced him as
wind
and is the only major hotel only one way, through sexual "Clean Water" Klein, his nick- up this very important series, please.
in Acapulco with entirely Mexi- intercourse. One infected person name when he was swerving
This column is provided as a public service by Joe Jahns,
can decor in a theme carried can start a chain reaction reach- in the Illinois House.
—Chicago Sun-Times. Fulton County Attorney.
out with brilliant colors and ing hundreds.

MAJOR PINTS

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock

August 24-25-26-27 and 28th; big poultry, horticulture, and floral shows will be combined with
five nights of entertainment.
Steve Wiley graduated from Atlanta Law
School this year with high honors; he and his
mother, Mrs. Frances Wiley returned from graduation exercises there this week.

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
JUNE-15, 1971
Hubert Jaco, popular principal of Fulton
High School has tendered his resignation to the
Fulton's 20-piece brass band gave a street
Fulton School Board, Laurence Holland, superin- concert Tuesday evening, which
was greatly entendent, announced today.
joyed by a large crowd. Sebra Evans directed.
The Rev C. E. Hawkins has returned to Fulton as pastor of the First Methodist Church by
the Memphis Conference. He came here in the
fall of 1949 to fill the vacancy caused when the
Rev. Walter Mischke resigned to accept the pastorate at Broadway Methodist Church in Paducah.

The Parisian Cleaning and dyeing establishment is a new firm in Fulton, located on Fourth
Street opposite the cigar factory. R. C. Peeples,
son of Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Peeples, is the proprietor. The firm has a Hoffmann pressing machine.

A highlight on the Chestnut Glade literary
society meeting this week was a
William Scott, manager of Fry's Shoe Store, solved, that money influences Mandebate,"Remore than
has been elected president of the Fulton Lions Woman." The
negative side won.
Club, succeeding Vyron Mitchell.
Other newly elected officers are: Elbert
An "oil boom" of gigantic proportions hit
Johns, first vice-president; Dr. J. L. Jones,second Fulton this week, with
oil flowing
vice-president; William McDade, third vice-presi- city water mains and exciting the through the
population no
dent; Dr. R. V. Putnam, treasurer; Charles end; the drilling for the new
city wells had just
Looney, tail twister; and Don Stephenson, lion been completed and most
residents thought the
tamer.
drilling had struck oil without knowing it. InvesThe board of directors consists of C. H. Mc- tigation, however, revealed that:
(1)The city had
Daniel, Warren Graham, Charles Gregory, and purchased a tank car of oil for
street
purchases;
Uel Killebrew.
(2) That the demurrage on car kept growing
larger ahd larger; (3) That officials
The Fulton Ice Company was kept busy day abandoned well or reservoir at found an old,
the city water
and night last week All perishable cars of the plant and pumped the car
contents into it; (4)
Illinois Central, going north and south, had to be That a pipe in the old well led
to the reservoir in
Iced here. This was made necessary as ice com- use, permitting the oil to
circulate through the
pany employes in Bluford and Centralia, ni., city water distribution system;
(5)Somebody had
were on strike.
a major cleaning operation on his hand. RESULTS: After fast, hard work, mains were flushFORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
ed
out clean; the same day it rained and also
JUNE 19, 1926
washed out traces of oil from its desired use on
This year the Fulton Fair will run five days: the streets.

Letters To Editor
Dear Editors:
I am renewing my subscripAon to the News for another
year. My brother, Roy Hamlett, had it sent to me last
spring when he was home. I
can't begin to tell you people
how much I enjoy reading my
old hometown paper. I especially enjoyed the May 13 issue, with the 198? aerial view.
I could make out all the churches, Browder Milling Co., and
the City Hall. I haven't been
back to Fulton since 1966, so
you can see why lam so anxious
for each copy of the News. I
read everything, ads and all.
Yours
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very truly,

Mrs. William Fitzpatrick
(nee Ruth Hamlett, South
Fulton graduating class of
1928)
17 Stufvesant Oval
New York, N. Y. 10009

TVA Plans
No Quarterly
Rate Increase
The TVA Board of Directors has conducted its quarterly
review of the agency's
power finances and has determined that no rate adjustment
will be necessary for the quarter beghining July 1.
Under a procedure adopted
last year, the agency's peaspective power revenues an d
expenses are reviewed even'
three months with representatives of the local electric Wsterns that distribute TVA
power. Then the TVA Board
determines whether a rate
adjustment — upward or downward — will be needed.
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Miss Carmen Weaks, Lt. Moore
Wed In Candlelight Ceremony
In a setting of elegant beauty, with the soft
glow of candlelight accentuating the stately interior of the First United Methodist Church in
Fulton, Miss Carmen Parks Weaks exchanged
wedding vows with Leland Thompson Moore.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lexie
Parks Weaks of Fulton and the groom, a lieutenant, junior grade, United States Navy, is the son
of Capt. and Mrs. Parkman Blake Moore of Trimble, Tennessee. The ceremony was held at 7:30
p. m. June twelfth.
Before a large assemblage of
friends and relatives of the
socially prominent couple The
Rev. James Wilkerson, vicar
of Trinity Episcopal Church,
performed the double-ring ceremony at First United Methodist Church in Fulton. The
wedding vows were pledged
before an altar decorated with
twin brass urns which held
arrangements of white snapdragons, Killian daisies, gypsophiThe chancel
Ha and Jade.
rail featured nests of huckleberry, jade and magnolia foliage
with tall white tapers.
The choir loft held two large
spiral candelabra with glowing
white tapers. Beautiful emerald
and jade fern balls were placed
on either side of the candelabra.
Brass and crystal aisle candelabra with smilax entwined and
white satin bows marked the
reserved pews for members of
the families of the bride and
groom.
Miss Nancy Luther, an accomplished organist of Mayfield,
presented a program of nuptial

music while the guests were
being seated. Among her selections were: Organ Sonata VI,
by Mendelssohn; Song of Peace,
by Langlais and Ich Liebe Dich
by Grieg. The bride, given in
marriage by her father, entered
the sanctuary to Purcell's
"Trumpet Voluntary." During
the impressive ceremony Miss
Luther softly rendered "Chorale," by Bach.
Mendelssohn's
traditional
"Wedding Marc h,"was selected
for the recessional.
The bride wore a formal gown
of candlelight silk organza over
peau de sole fashioned with a
fitted empire bodice with a high
wedding ring neckline, and long
fitted ruffled sleeves.
The
exquisite gown, appliqued with
matching Alencon lace, featured
an A -line skirt with rows of
lace to the hemline. The wide
detachable train, scattered with
motifs, was framed with lace
extending to chapel length.
Her imported French illusion
veil cascaded to chapel length

Out Of Town Guests
Honored At Biltrnore
A luncheon Saturday at the Millard of Union City and Mrs.
Biltmore was a lovely courtesy Carl Jordan of Chattanooga.
for personnel in the wedding' Tables were covered with gold
Saturday evening of Miss Car-, cloths and centered with
men Weeks of Fulton and Lt, arrangements
of
yellow
Leland Thompson Moore, along Marguerite daisies, stephanotis,
with the out of town guests here gypsophila and leatherleaf.
for • the ceremony. Serving as
Attending were Lt. Leland
hoetentme for.the affair were Mrs Moore, • Mr and i Mrs: Blake
441415mie Botta and Mrs.• Spencer.; Moore Sr. and Blake Moore Jr. of
Mobile, Ala., Mr. and Mrs. John
Dicken of Lexington, Ky., Mack
Scott of Bellbuckle, Miss Hazel
Reeves of Frankfort, Ky., Miss
Laura McGaw of Sylacauga,
Ma., Miss Elissa Nathan of
Oklahoma City, Ms. and Mrs.
Tom Hoffman of Russellville,
Ala., iNtrit. Lfle Waller df
Morganfield, Ky., and Mr. and
Mrs
Macrame, a revived craft
: John Sheffiler of Nalshville.
that sailors created in years Mr. and Mrs. D.C. Clark of
past, will be taught to the Fui- Atlanta, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
ton County Homemakers and LaMarche of Marion, Ohio, Mrs
their friends by Miss Trudy Dee Fields of Fulton, Charles
Thompson, June 22, at 1:30 Edgar Jr. of Mobile and Miss
p. m. in the Municipal Housing Serena Edgar of Mobile, Mrs.
Assembly Room in Fulton. Miss Wiley Graham of Memphis,
Thompson has her masters de- Judge and Mrs. Robert Hodnette
gree in
weaving and crafts Jr. of Mobile, Captain and Mrs.
from the University of Ten- William Keller of Alexandria,
nessee, and has displayed her Va., Colonel and Mrs. Terry
crafts at most of the arts and Moore Jr. of Mobile, Mr. and
crafts shows throughout the Mrs. Hamilton Parks and Mr.
South.
and Mrs. William Hamilton
Mrs. Charles Powell, crafts Parks of Trimble and Mrs.
chairman for the Fulton County Harriette Ross of Mobile.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wilk; Sr.,
Homemakers, will have charge
of the program. Macrame is a Mr. and Mrs. James Wilke Jr.
technique of knot tying that and Miss Marilyn Wilks of
can be used to make many at- Dyersburg. U. and Mrs. William
tractive clothing or home ac- Whittwer of Ashland, Ky.,
Captain and Mrs. Walter Edgar
cessories.
This is an open meeting, of Columbia, S.C., Lt. Charles
and anyone desiring to Join Abbott of Lauderdale, Miss.,
this group to learn macrame Robert Carlin of Dyersburg, Mr.
may do so by calling the Co- and Mrs Mel Haas of Mobile,
operative
Extension Office, Miss Heather Harris of Los
236-2351. The supplies need- Angeles, Mrs. Spencer Millard,
ed for this lesson are a pair Miss Sally Millard, Miss Ann
of scissors and a ball of Millard of Chattanooga and Mrs.
larger. I. W Thompson of Trimble.
staging, size 15 or

Miss Thompson
Plans Course
On Macrame

from a lace headpiece. The
bride carried a Juliet bridal
bouquet of white roses with
lemon leaf foliage.
Miss Mariana Weaks, sister
of the bride, served as maid of
honor. She wore a grass green
linen sleeveless frock with V
neckline and fitted bodice. The
floor length dress was slightly
gathered across the back with a
small bow at the waistline.
The bridesmaids were the
Misses Caroline Weeks, sister
of the bride, Dee Fields, Fulton,
Hazel Reeves, Huntsville, Alabama, Mime Nathan, Oklahoma
City, and Mrs.Thomas Huffman
of Russelville, Alabama. Their
gowns were identical to that of
the honor attendant. Their
small headpieces enhanced with
fresh flowers complemented the
color of their gowns. Each
attendant carried a hand bouquet
of tinted spring daisies and
gypsophilia.
Lieutenant Moore chose as his
best man Mr. Robert Carlin of
Dyersburg, Tennessee.
The
groomsmen were Blake Moore,
Jr., brother of the groom, Mobile, Alabama, Mel Haas, Mobile, Lt.(Jg) William Wittwer,
Seattle, Washington, William
Eargle, Atlanta, Janina' S. Wilkes, Jr., Dyersburg, Tennessee
and Lt. Walter Edgar of Mobile.
Acolytes were John Dicken,
Jr., Lexington, Kentucky and
Franklin Botts, Union City,
cousins of the bride.
Mrs. Weaks chose for her
daughter's wedding a blue and
white crepe sleeveless dress
modeled along Grecian lines
featuring a matching stole.
She carried an accessory corsage of phalaenopsis orchids.
Mrs. Moore, mother of the
groom, was attired in a dress
of peach silk chiffon with bias
panelling in the skirt. The
bodice featured a design of
beads and sequins. She wore a
white orchid corsage.
Mrs. English Clark, Atlanta,
maternal grandmother of the
bride, wore a mint silk dress
featuring a lovely beaded yoke.
Mrs. Leslie Weals wore a
spring green chiffon with long
flowing sleeves with beaded
cuffs.
Mrs. Leland Thonipson, Trimble, Tennessee, the maternal
grandmother ofthe groom, wore
a blue silk skirt with reembroldered bodice. Mrs. Clark,
Mrs. Weaks, and Mrs. Thompson wore white orchid corsages.
Following the ceremony the
bride's parents entertained with
a reception at the Fulton
Country Club.
The bride's table was covered
with a white cloth overlaid with
white lace. White bridal tapers
burned in silver candelabra on
the table from which a threetiered wedding cake and punch
were served. The bride cut the
cake with an heirloom knife.
Serving were Misses Gwen
Garner, Union City, Tennessee,
Sally and Ann Millard, Chattanooga;
and Virginia Parks,
Trimble, Tennessee. Mrs. Mike
Butts presided at the register.
The Melody Men of Fulton provided appropriate background
music for the reception.
After the reception the couple
left on an unannounced western
wedding trip. For traveling, the
bride chose a below-the-knee
length yellow and white sleeveless linen dress with wide patent
leather belt. She wore a large
straw hat with white flowers.
She carried the white roses
from her bridal bouquet.
Following their wedding trip
the bride and groom will live
In Seattle, Washington, where
Lt. Moore is attached to the
nuclear submarine USS Lewis
and Clark.

Miss Judy Bizzle Makes Known
Her Wedding Plans To Lee Green
The First Baptist Church of Fulton will be
the setting at three o'clock Sunday, June 20 for
the wedding of Miss Judy Bizzle to Mr. Floyd Lee
Green III. The bride-elect is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis H. Bizzle of Fulton. Mr. Green ia
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lee Green, Jr. of
Hickman.
The Rev. James Best, pastor
of the church, will officiate at
the wedding vows. A program
of nuptial music will be presented by Miss Ginger Edwards
at the organ and vocal solos
by Mr. Swayne Hollingsworth.
The bride, who will be given
in marriage by her father, has
chosen her sister, Mrs. Gary
McDaniel, as matron of honor.
Other attendants will be Misses
Karen, Kathy, and Kim Green,
sisters of the groom.
Mr. Green has chosen Don-

Miss Judy Bizzle Is Feted
At Gift Tea And Reception
Miss Judy Bizzle, bride-elect mother, Mrs. Ernest Fields,
of Lee Green of Hickman, was wearing a soft green silk dress
honored at a gift tea recently and a corsage of white mums.
in Fellowship Hall of the South
Mrs. Gary McDaniel, sister
Fulton First Baptist Church. of the bride-to-be, served at
the
guest register. Assisting
Receiving the guests was
Miss Bizzle, wearing a white were Mr. Green's sisters, Kim
knit dress trimmed with red and Kathy Green.
The gifts were displayed .on
and navy stitching and navy.
accessories. Her corsage was tables covered with yellow
cloths.
red carnations. In the receivThe refreshment table was
ing line was her mother, Mrs.
Lewis Bizzle, wearing light covered with a yellow cloth and
blue knit with matching ac- net and held an arrangement
cessories. Her corsage was of yellow roses in the center
with yellow candles in silver.
white mums.
Hostesses were Mrs.John P.
Mr. Green's mother, Mrs.' Emerson, Mrs. Wilburn Allen,
Wallace Ashby, Miss
Floyd Green Jr., of Hickman, Mrs.
wore pink linen with white ac- Bessie Jones and Miss Adolphus
cessories and a corsage of white Latta.
Approximately ninety friends
mums. Also in the receiving
line was Mr. Green's grand- attended or sent gifts.

Seven Cadet Murray Art
Scouts Given Guild Plans
Merit Badges June Event
Mrs. Leland Thompson Moore

Pap Test Hours
Are Announced
Monday, June 21, pap testing
for cervical cancer will be
given at the Fulton County
Health Departments in Fulton
and Hickman.

Miss Barron Makes Known Her
Engagement To Mr. McKinney
Mr. and Mrs. Philip L. Barron of 511 North
College Street, Fulton, Kentucky, are today announcing the engagement and approaching marriage of their younger daughter, Shelia Gail, to
David Neal McKinney,son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
M. McKinney, Route 2, South Fulton, Tennessee.

The hours will be
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. and
from 6 p. m. to 8 p. m. These
tests will be given by appointMiss Barron is the grandment only. Please call early daughter of Mrs. Haley Glover
for your appointment.
and the late Mr. EdmondGlover of Fulton and the late Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Barron and Mrs.
Bertye Barron of Dyer, Tennessee. The bride-elect is a
1970 graduate of Fulton City
The News takes pleasure in High School, recently finished
Murray
wishing the following friends her freshman year at
State University, and will attend
"Happy Birthday": Alan Ray
at
Tennessee
the University of
Terrell, June 17; G. B. Rice, Martin this fall ass sophomore
SwearJeffrey
Ruddle,
Sandra
majoring in Home Economics.
ingen, June 18; Mrs. J. L.
Grooms, June 19; Mrs. Emma
Butts, Cathy McKinney, June
20; Leckie Goesum, W. B.
Lancaster, 'Mrs. Vivian Jones,
June 21; Mary Moss Hales,
Anna Lou Caldwell, June 22;
Ronald Mac Fields, Ricky
Locke, Jr., June 23,

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Mr. McKinney is the grandson of Mrs. Willena McBride
and the late Mr. C. J. McBride
of Fulton, and Mrs. Lela McKinney and the late Mr. R. L.
McKinney of South Fulton. The
prospective bridegroom is a
1969 graduate of South Fulton
High School and will attend the
University of Tennessee at
Martin this fall as a junior majoring in Agriculture.
An August wedding is being
planned.
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Dear Ann Landers. My beautiful daughter is a magnificent
5'11" in stocking feet. When I
tell you Eunice is gorgeous I
am not exaggerating. People
turn their heads to look at her
when she passes on the street.
I am not saying this because
I am her mother. All my friends
agree Eunice is breathtaking.
So what's the problem? We,,,
she brought home a man she
says she wants to marry.He is
a dried up little runt, at least
six inches shorter than she is.
He wears glasses and his hair
is thin on top. He is only 26
and already he has lots of dental work in his mouth. That
should be dating
shrimp
midgets.
I realize looks are not everything, Ann, but I am afraid
for my daughter's unborn children. A person has to think
about those things in advance.
And after all, Eunice's children will be MY grandchildren.
Do I have a point? Please tell
me. — Upset In Little Rock

Dear Up: Yeah, you've got a
point —but if you part your hair
on the side, maybe nobody will
notice it. My advice to you is
keep your ideas to yourself.
This dried up little runt could
be the most wonderful husband
in the world and a beautiful
father for your grandchildren.

Dear Ann Landers. Several
of my friends got busted last
week. They were sitting around
rapping in a gas station, smoking a little pot. The cops rushed in, took everybody down
to
headquarters and booked
them. Getting caught with pot
is a criminal offense in Texas.
A guy can get fifteen years
in prison for it. Isn't this wild?
Some of those kids whowere
busted are just great, Ann. They
aren't bums. Isn't it lousy
that these neat kids will have
criminal records for the rest
of their lives just because
they were blowing a little grass?
Please say something In your

column to help them. Thanks.
— Houston Hank
Dear Hank. I agree it IS
lousy that kids who get caught
smoking pot will have criminal records for the rest of their
lives. I have stated this position repeatedly in the column
as well as from the speaker's
platform but I will say it again.
The laws on marijuana are
much too severe in most states
and they should be modified.
The possession of pot should,
In my opinion, be a misdemeanor and not a crime.
I am NOT, repeat NOT,
in favor of the legalization of
marijuana, however, Too little is known about this weed
and its effects over a long
period of time. But I do agree
that what happened to
your
friends is unfortunate. Nevertheless, there's a lesson to be
learned from it. The law is the
law — even if it's lousy, and
it should he resnected.
Dear Ann Landers:

I

am

nie McKnight as his best man.
His groomsmen will beCharile
Terrett and Jimmy Whipple of
Hickman and Steve Fields of
Fulton.
Following the wedding ceremony the bride's parents Will
entertain at a reception in Fellowship Hall at the church.
No formal invitations are
being issued, but all friends
and relatives of both families
are invited to attend the wedding
and the
reception following.

going witp a man who divorced
his wife two years agc because
she had a problem with the word
"NO." She couldn't say it. He
caught her with the landlord,
the delivery boy, the insurance
salesman and the TV repair guy,
In spite of her weakness for
men, the gal was a great housekeeper and a wonderful cook.
Bill and I plan to be married
in August. He asked me what
thought about hiring his exwife to work for us. He says
he hasn't had a decent meal
since they separated. Is he
crazy?I'd like your frank
opinion. What should I say?
— Liz
Dear Liz: Yes, he's crazy,
Say NO, Remember that'sthe
word his first wife had trouble
with. Don't YOU have trouble
with it, too, Dearie.
When romantic glances turn
to warm embraces is it love
or chemistry? Send for the
booklet "Love Or Sex And How
To Tell The Difference," by
Ann Landers.

Seven troop 182 CadetScouts
The Murray Art Guild is once
were awarded their First Class again sponsoring the Artirtual
Merit Badges in a ceremony Western Kentucky Arts and
held Tuesday night in the base- Crafts Festival to be held on
ment of the First Methodist June 26 and 27 in the ConservaChurch in Fulton.
tion Education Center at Land
Awarded the badges
were Between the Lakes, located beGigi
Brock, Pattie Jolley, tween Kentucky Lake and Lake
Sharye Owens, Debbie marrow, Barkley in western Kentucky
Cindy Reese, Sue Ann Hollo- and Tennessee. The show, which
way, and Wilma Cloys.
will be held near Center StaTo attain this merit badge, tion, will be open to the public
which is the highest one offer- from 9 a. m. to dusk.
ed in cadet scouting, the Girl
Exhibitors from Tennessee,
Scouts must have earned six Kentucky, Missouri, Illinois,
badges and have completed four and Alabama will be displaychallenges.
ing paintings, needlework,canAwarded various badges at dies, ceramics, sculpture, and
the same time were seven other jewelry at the 2-day festival.
members of the troop. These Visitors will be able to see a
include Debbie Campbell, Ann potter at his wheel, artists
Workman, Lillian Whitesell, painting at their easels, and
Kim Brock, Kelly Buckingham, candlemakers and other craftsBecky Puckett, Wanda Loney, men at work.
and Caroline Weeks.
Picnic areas are provided
Mrs. W. L. Jolley isthe troop within the Conservation Eduleader.
cation Center for visitors, And
camping sites are located nearby. Light refreshments will be
sold by the Murray Art Guild.
In case of bad weather the show
will be postponed to the weekend of July 3 and 4.
A special attraction at ibis
The Howell movement was year's show will be the pileused at both sessions of the sentation of a live musical proUnion City Duplicate Bridge gram conducted by Mr. L. 'N,
Club this week. Six and one- Clark, Assistant Professor ,of
half tables were in play Tues- Music at Murray State Uniday evening and Thursday after- versity. In
addition, square
noon.
dancing exhibitions will
be
Tuesday's winners were: given by local clubs. Auditions
First, Mrs. Charles Thomas for the program will be held
and Mrs. Dawson Huddleston of on June 12 at Murray State
Fulton, second, Mrs. W. A. University in the Recital Hall
Raining and Mrs. Lee Gras- of the
Fine Arts Building.
feder; and tying for third, Mrs. Mr. Clark is particularly inW. L. Holland and Mrs. J. R, terested in country and westHogan of Fulton with Mrs. ern, gospel, and folk musicians.
Harry Jackson and Mrs. Louise
Hagan.
'
AT BUSINESS COLLEGE.
Thursday's winners were:
Misses Donna Rushing, Judy
First, Mrs. Gus White and
Mrs. Grasfeder; second, Mrs. Lynn Powell and Janice Acteths
Sylvain Shatz and Mrs. Joe are among the students adw
Campbell; and third, Mrs. Hol- enrolled at the West Tennessee
land and Mrs. Gilson Latta of Business College at Jacicatin,
Fulton.
'Tenn.

UC Duplicate
Winners Told

Mr. and Mrs. Pickering Feted
At 50th Anniversary Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Pickering
were honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
dinner Saturday night at the
Holiday Inn hosted by their
daughters and sons-in-law, Dr.
and Mrs. J. E. Moore of Nashville, Tennessee, and Mr. and
Mrs. A. W. Sutton of Atlanta,
Georgia.

Miss Barron

Guests were seated at a table
which
held a centerpiece
arrangement of yellow rose
buds, snapdragons and daisies.
Napkins and place cards featured gold lettering and the
wedding Cake WRS decorated
with yellow sugar roses with a

gold emblem of 50 years on
top.
The guests of honor were DIsented with a silver compote
lined with gold.
Also present for the occasien
were the aunts of the hosts,
Mrs. Bess Dezonia, Mrs.'Wen
Evans, Mrs. Clarence Pic14ing, Mrs. Wrenn Coulter, iind
Mrs. Paul Boaz. Five of VT.
and Mrs.Pickering's six grail-sons were
present. Thisy
included John, Stephen, RObilet
and Richard Moore and Dated
Sutton, Arthur Sutton 111.rof
Atlanta and a granddaughtv,
Mrs. Michael Carson of
were unable to
fel
yen
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"Success," As A Whole-In-One Word

Five Residents Of Area
Injured In Train Mishap

The first annual Hickman Country Club Invitational golf tournament held over the weekend
brought out 120 golfers from four states, saw the
first hole-in-one scored on the course, and was
generally an all-round success, according to enthusiastic club members.
Prizes ranging from a full
set of McGregor Tournament
golf clubs to golf balls and
gloves were given to the high
scorer in each of four flights.
Trophies were also awarded to
the winners.
Winners, with their scores
are:
CHAMPIONSHIP FLIGHT
14f
Max McDade
148
J. D. Byrne
148
Fred Lancaster
149
Howard Cochron
149
Til. R. McNeill
FIRST FLIGHT
165
Donnie McKnight
16.5
Ray Andrus
167
..
Clifford Mills
167
Richard Wilkerson
170
Bill Phelps
SECOND FLIGHT 174
Mike Hagan
176
Bobby Childers
176
Tick Albritton
177
Ed Latta
178
Irvin Hunt
.
THIRD FLIGHT
. 188
Jackie Graham
Byron Maxley
186
Richard Puckett
_ . 190
J. K. Aschbacker, Jr.__ 194
Ed Thomas
195
McDade, Fulton, took the lead
early in the game when he
fired a two-under-par 70 Saturday. He carded rounds of 36
and 34 on the par 36-36-72 ninehole course.
In addition to the tournament winners, six balls were
awarded as "thank-you" gifts
to Helen King and Martha Mayham for the hard work they
put into the tournament and the
outstanding service they rendered.
Clifford Mills, Clinton, who
described his hole-in-one as

News From Our
(Top) A 11.-up of winners: from left to right, Jackie Graham,
third flight low scorer; Mike Hagan, second flight winner; cham- Boys In The
pionship flight winner Max McDade; and Donnie McKnight, first
flight winner.
(Middle) Clifford Mills (left) accepts his engraved putter for the
holir-in-one he scored in Saturday's play.
LUBBOCK, Tex. --- Second
(Bottom) Mrs. Frances Henry and Sam Brown look over the Lieutenant Kenneth R. Morgan,
scores of the players in the Hickman Country Club Invitational son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert B.
Morgan, 1106 Magnolia Drive,
Golf Tournament held over the week-end.
Fulton,•, has been awarded his
Maier Whigs at Reese AFB,
Te x.," upon graduation from U.S.
1974
Gov. Louie B. Nunn urged Air Force pilot training.
Lieutenant Morgan is rethe Historical Events Celebration Commission to go to the maining at Reese to fly the
people to determine what each T-38 Talon jet trainer aircraft
H. S. Miles, a Contact Rep- area and community can best for a unit of the Air Training
resentative of the Bureau of contribute to the Festival Ken- Command which provides flyVeterans Affairs, will be pres- tucky '74 celebrations. The ing, technical and basic military
ent on June 18, 1971, at the commission was established to training for USAF personnel.
A 1965 graduate of Fulton
Chamber of Commerce in Ful- plan the state's participation in
ton, Ky., to assist veterans and the 200th anniversary of the High School, he received his
B.
5, degree in industrial adtheir dependents with claims founding of Harrodsburg, the
for benefits due them as a re- oldest settlement west of the ministration in 1970 from the
sult of their military service. Alleghenies, and the 100th run- University of Illinois and was
He will be present from 9:00 ning of the Kentucky Derby in commissioned there through.the
Reserve
Officers Training
'A. M. until 3:00 P. M.
1974.
Corps program. He is a mem-

SERVICE

Vets Rep Coming
Here On June 18

An
One Union • City man and four
residents of the Fulton-South
Fulton area were among those
injured when the high-speed
Illinois Central City of New
Orleans passenger train was
derailed in a flaming accident
near Salem, Ill., Thursday afternoon.
The train was due to stop in
Fulton at 3:31 p.m. and then pass
through the Gibbs community
and Rives en route to Memphis.
James McMath. 25, son of Mrs.
Oliver Truelove of Union City and
a student at the University of
Tennessee at Martin, had been
visiting friends and was returning home on the train when the
accident occurred.
His stepfather said today the
student was taken to St. Mary's
Hospital in Centralia, Ill.
"But he was just banged up a
little. nothing serious," said Mr.
Truelove. "We've already talked
with him twice and he's alright."
Eleven persons were killed and
94 injured in the tragedy.
The four Fulton area men all
are employes of the railroad and
work in the train's dining car.
They were identified as Ira
Armstrong of Fulton and Harvey
Vick, Hall Chambers and
Treasure Rogers, all of South
Fulton.
Mr. Rogers was scalded by hot
water in the accident and was
reported the most seriously inlured of the area group.

"the first one I've scored, but
I hope not the last," was presented an engraved putter with
his name and date of the
"hole-in-one."
Sam Brown, chairman of the
golf tournament committee,
noted while awarding the prizes
that it was "a good tournament." He acknowledged the
fact that a large number of
golfers over the 120 accepted
had to be turned away because
"it was just getting too big!"
Players from Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, and Illinois
paid the $15 entrance fee,
which was used to purchase the
prizes. As one member was
quick to point out, "This isn't
a money-making project. It
just gives the golfers a chance
to compete and us a chance to
have a little fun."
A dance was held at the club
Saturday night prior to the contest. The "Match Box Five"
furnished the music.
Other members of the golf
tournament committee were:
co-chairman, Frances Henry;
publicity, Bill Newton and
Frances Henry; finance, Baby
Doll Yarbro, Henry and Beverly
Ruttinger; scorecards a n d
handicapping,
Cindy Hale,
Ivan Sullivan, L. T. Hodges,
Martha Hornsby; food, Roland
Green; trophies and prices,
Phillip Grissom; rules sand regulations, Erie Ezell and Frank
Bird; coordinator, Mart ha
Hornsby; entertainment, Bobby
Garrison

ber of Delta Chi.
The lieutenant's wife, Christine, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry R. Martin, 5443
S. Richmond, Chicago.
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Help these children Every
community has agencies that can offer
protection to them and help for their
parents
Every case of child abuse should
receive immediate attention If you
know of a case. the responsibility to
report it a yours
The children who receive help
are the lucky °newt
God save the others
From their parents.
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FULTON COUNTY
Dexter Eugene Kimmons,
Route 1, Fulton, Kentucky.
GRAVES COUNTY
Karl David Dickerson, Route
2, Mayfield, Kentucky.

SS Co-Op Meeting
Is On August 19

Airman Gary J. B. Martha
son of Mrs. Ruby P. Martin of
Fulton, has completed basic
training at Lackland AFB, Texa
He has been assigned to Keesler AFB, Miss., for training as,
a personnel specialist. Airman
Martin is a 1970 graduate of
Fulton City High School.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
S..us for - - Your Insurance Needs

RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341
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man Elementary No. 1.
Sponsored by the department
of home economics at Murray
State, the five-day in-service
training program began Menday, June 7. Serving as co-directors were Dr. Alice Koenecke, chairman of the home economics department, and Dr.
Alta Presanisirofessor of home
economics.
Open for both graduate and
undergraduate credit and for
non-credit, the workshop was
designed to provide training for
participants that will enable
them to accomplish several objectives, including these:
—To gain experience in increased use of commodity
foods.

Mrs. b
and a I
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Greene

—To become more skilled
and knowledgeable about institutional equipment.
—To increase understanding
of the need to provide nutritional meals for children.

Mrs.
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—To share ideas and become
more concerned about the challenge of feeding boys and girls.
Several professional resource
people assisted during the
workshop as consultants and
demenstra tors.

S. P. MOORE & CO
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-11114
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern and
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting

R1.2,-ht her, at
Pfc.;

MIAMI BEACV,
1/1/

tatini;

at a price you can enjoy!
Directly on the ocean
Private Beach
Swimming Pool
Air-Conditioned, heated
Coffee Shop
Cocktail lounge
Self Service Laundromat
free•Self parking at your
door
Pool Table
Shuffleboard
Free golf next block

New Color 1.1. & Phones
in all rooms
Beautiful motel rooms
and fully equipped
efficiencies with two
new double beds

Colorado Cool,,,
Contemporary
Comfort;

CREDIT CARDS HONORED:
Diner's Club
American Express
Carte Blanche
Master Charge
Bank-Americard
Charges

Meet Colorado Cool,the perfect addition
to your leisure time wardrobe. Light,cool,the
ultimate in summer comfort Precuffed.
Forever Prest — no ironing ever. In all the
popular contemporary colors.
65% Dacron•polyester/35% Awl!rayon.

114410U11 SWITCHBOARD SERVICE
immature parents who have a low level
St impulse control consider crying Of
the dirtying of diapers by infants as
a personal attack
Other abusive parents. dray say.
reverse roles with the child Thus. the
attack on the chikl
really an attack
on a pad of themselves they don't like
This is tragIc enough But it
comtxtunds itself Children who sunnve
abusive treatment often grow up to
be abusive parents themselves •

The Traffic Safety Coordinating Committee of the State of
Kentucky today revealed the
names of area residents who
have lost their driver's permits for the week ending June
4, 1971.
They are:

Five Fulton Countians At
MU School Lunch Workshop

Five ruiton countians were
among 57 school food service
U. S. ARMY, Vietnam—Army personnel from West Kentucky
Specialist Four James W. Dur- who attended a School Lunch
ham, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Workshop at Murray State UniGeorge Durham, of Crutchfield,
recently received the Army versity this week.
They are: Jane Watts of
Commendation Medal near Long
Hickman Route 4, county school
Thanh, Vietnam.
The
food service director; Rebecca
medal
meritorious. shririce..:' 43104- Einsith of Fulton Route 4, Cayce
Countyieillighof
service can be over Sr extend. HEli:kmmenantaxFyu;
Pd period of time or for outJohnnie
Nall
of
Hickman,
Hickstanding achievement in a single situation. In either case, man Elementary No. 2; and
the recipient must have dem- Wilma King of Hickman, Hickonstrated skills and dedication
far above the average.
Spec. 4 Durham received the
award while assigned with
Crew Chief with 210th Combat
Aviation Battalion.
His wife, Martha, lives on
The local Southern States
Route 2, Dukedom, Tenn.
Cooperative annual membership meeting for the Fulton
area will be held August 19.
FT. KNOX, Ky. — Army PriThis decision was made by
vate Steve N. Vincent, 20, son local farmer-members at a
of Mr. and Mrs. Milford G recent annual meeting conferVincent, Fulton, recently com- ence held by SSC Fulton Servpleted eight weeks of basic ice.
training at the U. S. Army
Among the features of this
Training Center, Armor, Ft. year's session will be the reKnox, Ky.
ports on Southern States CoHe received instruction in operative and the local Agency
drill and ceremonies, weapons, operations for the fiscal year
map reading, combat tactics, which ends June 30.
military courtesy, military jusIn addition there will
be
tice, first aid, and army his- elections and other business
tory and traditions.
matters. Members will elect
Pvt. Vincent's wife, Connie, two new board members and
'Ives in Golconda, Ill.
two new farm home advisory
committee members.
Am•M•Mr
Davisville, R. 1.—Navy Petty
Officer First Class William D.
Hicks, husband of the former
Miss Beverly A. Sutton of Wingo, has returned to his home
base of Davisville, Rhode Island
with Naval Mobile Construction Battalion One after an
ANDREWS
eight-month
deployment to
Jewelry Company
Camp Moscrip, Roosevelt
Roads, Puerto Rico.
USS Cayuga, April 14 --Navy
Petty Officer First Class Carl
W. Maher of 212 Williams St.,
Fulton, has returned to his
homeport of Long Beach, Calif.,
aboard the fast tank landing
ship USS Cayuga after a sevenweek deployment to the Western
Pacific.

Thousands of children suffer
the torments o/ the damned Deity
And nightly
ha called the battered-baby
syndrome These children ant beaten
with beseball bats. chains. and anything
1111911 some parents can get their hands on
They're burned 'with cigarettes.
hot stoves and boiling water
Sons of them live through it
Thousands don't
Nobody knows all the reasons
.why suehappens But medical and
social agencies are trying to hod
Ifs answers
Medical science tells us that some

Area Residents
Lose Licenses

FOOD SERVICE WORKSHOP—Mrs. Jane Watts of Hickman
Riede 4, Fulton County school food service director, is shown at
work during a School Lunch Workshop at Murray State University June 7-11. Mrs. Watts was among five school food service
personnel from the county to participate in the in-service training program sponsored by the department of home economics at
Technical advice was receiv- Murray State. Others attending from Fulton County were Reed from Joe Trees, Fulton post- becca Smith, Lela C. Isbell, Wilma King and Johnnie Nall.
master, and Charles Thomas,
(Photo by John Graves)
superintendent of Fulton
schools.

Parts For All —
Electric Shavers At:

They didn't spare the rod.
But they spoiled the child

Mr. Vick and Mr. Arinetreeg
were undergoing treatment in
Good Samaritan Hospital In Mt.
Vernon, Ill., today and no report
was available concerning their
injuries
Mr. Hall reportedly suffered a
deep thigh laceration and an
injured ankle. He was treated at
Selmer. Ill., and later was
released.
Other Tennesseans injured in
the accident were Danny Barnes,
Horace Clay, Lomas Payne Jr.,
Arneda Stampley, W. C. Jones
and Adeline Rountree, all of
Memphis, and Clifton Tillman of
Clarksville.

ilkspring Palms

$900

Resort Motel
• Conveniently Located—
lust minutes to all day or
night activities—Directly on
the ocean
Write or Call for Brochures
and rate Charts
D. J. CiarkOwner-Manager
Phosa.308441-2613
(MAINS
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George Browder,Sr.

Arlene Hart, 68, retired
Graves County farmer of Sedalia, Route 1, died at 4:45
p. m. Wednesday, June 9, at
the Western Baptist Hospital
In Paducah,following an extended illness.
Born in Graves County, Kentucky, September 14, 1902, he
was the son of the late Richard
(Bud) and Melissa Warren Hart.
Mr. Hart was an active member of Masonic Lodge No. 644,
Cuba; Royal Arch Masons No.
69, Mayfield; Mayfield Council
No. 39; Fulton Council No. 63;
Mayfield Commandery, Knights
Templar No. 41. He was also a
member of Cuba Eastern Star
Chapter No. 519.
Funeral services were conducted at 2 p. m.Saturday, June
12, at Cuba Baptist Church, of
which he had been a member.
Rev. Houston Southland and
Rev. Charles Nelson officiated
and interment was made in the
church cemetery, with Jackson
Funeral Home of Dukedom in
charge of arrangements.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. May Hart; three sons:
Darrell Hart of Livonia, Mich.,
Stanley Hart of Sedalia, Route
1, and Dwight Hart ofSoup Fulton, Route 4; four daughters:
Mrs. Joe Rainey, Daytona
Beach, Fla.; Mrs. Richard A.
Dublin of Denver, Colorado;
Mrs. Hayden Watts, Palmersville, Tenn.; and Mrs. James
Scoticins, Tuscumbia, Ala.; 17
grandchildren, two greatgrandchildren and several
nieces and nephews.
--•
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George L. Browder, Sr., 63,
Fulton native of Indianapolis,
Indiana, died Tuesday, June 8,
in Decatur, Illinois.
Lie had lived in Indianapolis
for the past 19 years. Born in
Fulton County, he was the son of
the late Rupert and Olene
Browder of the Palestine community. Mr. Browder was manager of Southeastern Trailways
Bus Co. for 25 years. He was
an honorary Kentucky Colonel,
a Mason and a member of the
Methodist Church.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Virginia Scruggs Browder, a daughter, Mrs. Patricia
Riedl, Indianapolis, a
son,
George L. Browder, Jr., New
Jersey, a sister, Mrs. Mildred
Easley, Fulton,a brother, Richard
Browder, Fulton, two
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
at 2 p, m. Saturday, June 12, at
the Hornbeak Funeral Home
Chapel with Rev. Danny Underwood officiating. Burial was in
the Palestine Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Earl Lamar, Forrest McMurry, William Smith, John D. Brown,
Pete
Byars, and James 0,
Brown.

Mrs. Roxie Killebrew Watts,
76, widow of Loyd Watts, died
at 12:45 p. m. Monday, June
14, at the Haws Memorial
Nursing Horne after a long illness. Her husband, to whom she
was married in December 1919,
preceded her in death in 1941.
She leaves NM daughters,
Mrs. Rachel Davis of Fulton
and Miss Maxine Watts of Mayfield; a son, Robert Watts of
Detroit and
three grandchildren.
Also surviving are two brothers, Henry Killebrew of
Texas and Lee Killebrew of
Paris, Tennessee; two halfsisters, Mrs. Inez Wall of Martin and Mrs. Helen Breeden of
Fulton; two half-tirothers, William Killebrew of Fulton and
Cleo Killebrew of Hopkinsville.
Several nieces and nephews
also survive.
Funeral services were Thursday, June 17, at 3 p. m.
at
the Jackson Funeral Home
at
Dukedom, with Bro. Charles
Wills officiating. Interment
was
in Mt. Moriah Cemetery.

Mrs. Allow WIlllami

Mrs.E. G. Rogers

William F. Wells

William F Wells, Hickman
Word was received here Frinative, died Wednesday, June day of the death of Mrs. E. G.
Rogers
Hospital
of Sparta, Tennessee,
9, at St. Joseph
in
mother of Dr. Andrew P. NelMemphis. He was 66.
Mr. Wells, a retired pharma- son of Fulton. She died Friday
cist, was a veteran of World morning, June 11, in a Nashville hospital, following a brief
War H.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Illness,
Her first husband, Charles
Jessie Islet Wells, and a sisNelson, father of Dr. Nelson,
ter, Mrs. P L. Mauen,Slidell,
died in 1947.
Louisiana.
Funeral services were conFuneral services were conducted at 10 a. m. Saturday, ducted Sunday afternoon, June
June 12, at St. Paul Episcopal 13, at Sparta, with Hun ter
Church by the Rev. Jim Wil- Funeral Home in charge of arkinson, with burial in Hickman rangements. Interment was
made In Highland Cemetery
City Cemetery.
Pallbearers
were Newlin there.
Clark, Bill Powers, Hugh
Dr. and Mrs. Nelson and
Swayne, Brodie Creed, and children, Eve and Andrew, atLloyd Isbell.
tended services and burial,

Windmill Now A Cafe Italy Edges Out U.S.
UNANJESTAD, Aruba - A
windrnill built in the Netherland, in 1815 has been transported *re and cypverted into a
restaurant.

PARIS - The United States
dropped from a close second behind Britian as an importer of
French champagne and ran
third, behind Italy, last year.

Mr. and Mrs. William r oster
of New Jersey are visiting relatives and friends here on their
vacation. We are always glad
to see Bubber and Josephine.
Mrs. Nell Winstead was able
to attend church Sunday but still
Isn't feeling very well.
Mr. and Mrs. W A. Cannon
had one of their grandsons visit
with them last week.
Mrs. Lottle Hendrix spent a
couple of days with her sisterin-law in Paducah last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Buck
Gorden and family a while Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvie Williams
visited Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Williams Saturday afternoon.
It seems the folk that put their
garden out early are enjoying
their
new potatoes, beets,
onions, beans and squash. I
cooked my first green beans
today.
Our garden is sorry this year
but we have a late one planted.
Mrs. Aline Williams and Mrs.
Ruby Moody visited Mrs. Maggie Pankey and Mrs. Annie Seay

Four-Lane US 51
To Be Discussed

late Sunday afternoon a while.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bynom
visited with Mr.and Mrs. Elmer
Cannon a while Thursday night
and Saturday night the Cannons
The Tennessee Department of
visited with the Bynoms,
Mrs. Henson Jones enjoyed Highways has called a meeting
a birthday Saturday with her In Dyersburg for July 12to.4isfather, Jesse Johns and daugh- cuss five alternate routes fora
ter, Mrs. Tommy Reams and four-lane U. S. 51 which woeld
grandchildren to eat with her. run from north of Newbere,lo
Her daughter brought her a the Fowlkes community in smith
pretty birthday cake. We hope Dyer County.
All of the proposed routes
they can enjoy many more happy
would intersect with the probirthdays together.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Howard posed route leading from tbe
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Hen- Interstate bridge now under
son Jones a while Sunday night. construction across the MisThere was a homecoming day sissippi River.
Dyersburg city officials are
at Oak Grove Sunday with dinner spread at lunch time and expected to appear at the meeting
and take a firm stand against
singing in the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Niamey one proposed route which would
of Detroit visited with Mr. and miss the city by several miles
Mrs. Henson Jones one day on the east. The city is expected to favor a
proposal
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wil- which would have U. S. 51 and
liams visited with Mr.and Mrs. 1-55 connect at Dyersburg's
park, thus giving
Hillm
evan
enC
inogliier a while Satur- industrial
Dyersburg a second bypass.
day
Bubber Foster and Wade
Yates visited Everett Williams
Japan had a record total of
a while Sunday morning.
63,787 fires last year, 7,000 more
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Carr than in 1969. The blazes
killed
are building a beautiful new
an average of 44 persons a day.
brick home in Pilot Oak.

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Mrs. Doris Bethel

Funeral services for Mrs.
Doris
Allen Bethel, 49, wife
of E. W. Bethel of Fulton,
were held at 3:30 p. m. Sunday,
June 13, at the Hornbeak Funeral Home Chapel. The Rev.
W. G. Adams officiated and
burial was in the Oak Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Bethel died at 9 p. m.
Lawrence C. Butler, 65, Ful- Friday, June 11, at McAlister
ton Route 1, died unexpectedly Rest Home after a lengthy illat 10 a. m. Friday, June 11, ness.
near the Hickman ferry. Mr.
Born June 14, 1921 in Fulton
Butler, a native of Graves Coun- County, she was the daughter
ty, was a retired glass worker. of Mrs. Bessie Sloan Allen of
Born July 17,1905, in Graves Fulton and the late James ArCounty, he was the son of the thur Allen.
late Mr. and Mrs.James CheatBesides her husband and her
ham Butler.
mother, she leaves a son, Danny
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Iva Piercey, Fulton. A brother,
Louise Butler; four sons: Leonard Allen, preceded her
Lawrence C. Butler, Jr., Pop- in death in 1970.
lar
Bluff, Mo., Eddie, Dale
Active pallbearers were:
and Danny Butler, all of Ful- J. B. Lee, Robert Lee, Terry
ton Route 1; two* daughters: Bethel, William Sloan, RayMrs. Betty Robert and Miss mond Sloan and Lemuel SimpBarbara Butler, St. Louis; a son.
stepdaughter, Mrs.James Pate,
Fulton; three stepsons: James
and Donnie Webb, Villa Ridge,
111„ and Mike Webb, Fulton;
tieti sisters, Mrs. Georgia
Funetal services for 'Mrs.
Pets, Pinola, Kansas, and
Mrs. Maude Gray, Hickman; Lois Owens, wife of Albert
and a brother, James Butler, Owens and resident of Detroit,
were held at 11 a. m. SaturStatesville, N. C.
Funeral services were con- day, June 12, at the Byrn Fuducted at 2 p. m. Sunday, June neral Home Chapel in May13, at the Hornbeak Funeral field. Interment was in the
Home with the Rev. Lawrence Cayce Cemetery. She was a
Tittle, and Rev. Jerry Rollins former Fulton resident and
officiating. Interment was in died at 11.30 p. m. Tuesday,
June 8, in Detroit.
Greenlee Cemetery.
Surviving are her husband,
two daughters, Mrs.Delta Price
of Detroit and Mrs. Sara
Schroeder of Wayne, Mich.,
Mrs. Ada Lulu Payne Moss, two sisters, Mrs. Doris Mc92-year-old South Fulton resi- Kenzie of Fulton and Mrs.
dent, and widow of Brown Moss, Minnie Wynn of Paducah, ten
a Fulton grocer, died suddenly grandchildren and six greatSaturday, June 12, at her home, grandchildren.
at 317 East State Line.
Born October 14, 1878 in
Obion County, Tennessee, she
was the daughter of the late
John H. and Sara E. McDowell
Robert L, Merrick of PrincePayne. Her husband preceded ton, grandfather of Mrs. Jack
her in death in 1938.
(Mozelle) Isbell, 202 Vancil
She was one of the oldest Street, South Fulton, died Satmembers of the First United urday, June 12, at the Caldwell
Methodist Church.
County Hospital following a two
Services were held Monday, weeks illness. He was 87.
June 14 at 3:30 p. m. at the
Services were Tuesday, June
Hornbeak
Funeral Home 15, at 1 p. m. at the Morgan
Chapel, with Rev. William G. Funeral Home in Princeton.lnAdams officiating. Interment terment was made in
Blue
was in
Fairview Cemetery. Spring Baptist Church CemePallbearers were Henry tery.
Bethel, Aaron Butts, James
Surviving also are greatPhillips, R. A. Binford, Alex grandchildren Gary Stem and
Leneave, and Gerald Rhodes. Mabel Scott, and two greatThe only survivors are a great - grandchildren, Bart
cousin, Mrs. Frank Wiggins of Workman and Michelle Scott.
Fulton, and a niece, Mrs. MurMcConnell of Florida.
ray

Lawrence C. Butler

ritt>

Mrs.Lois Owens

e•••••

Mrs. Ada Moss

Robert L. Merrick

PALESTINE METHODIST CHURCH

When David and Augustine Browder settled in this community,
there was no home available for them. After a two or three years'
struggle, they finally had their home built, and it was there that a
traveling Methodist preacher found lodging and a place to hold

REV. DANNY UNDERWOOD
Pastor

Greenfield Monument Works
-

Rev. Danny Underwood is presently the pastor.

Schedule of Services
Sunday. Sunday School 10:00 A. M. each Sunday

Polly Phillips, Enoch Baker, James and Ellen Browder, under the
administration of Presiding Elder George W. Harris, with Wilke B.

Victor Damons

.t

services. David was not a Christian at the time, but he soon found

The present church was built in 1925 and 1926, after the old
church burned. A basement was built and recently new stairs and
a rng.

Christ.
In 1834 the first church was organized by David and Mary
Browder, Augustine Anna Browder, Darthena Craig, Durrell and

Mrs. Addie Frields
Mrs. Addie Frields, 91,formerly of Dukedom, died
at
Funeral services for Pfc. 4 a. m. Friday, June 11, folVictor Lynn Damons, 18, were lowing a short illness, at the
held at 2 p. m. Tuesday, June home of her daughter, Mrs. Eric
15;at Hornbeak Funeral Home Cunningham, Dresden, Tennesin Fulton with the Rev. Gerald see. She was the widow of Ed
Stow officiating. Interment was Frields.
in Oak Grove Cemetery with
She is survived by another
full military rites.
daughter, Mrs. Earl Mitchell,
Pfc. Demons, the son of Mr. Paducah, Kentucky; a son, Rex
and Mrs. W. C. Demons, near Frields, Los Angeles, Calif.;
South Fulton, was killed in a eight grandchildren, 11 greattraffic accident in Greece June grandchildren, and two great
6. Five other soldiers were great-grandchildren; and saykilled when the touring bus in eral nieces and nephews.
which they were riding collidFuneral services were held
ed with a car driven by Retell- at 3 p. tn. Monday, June 14, at
the Salem Missionary Baptist
lan.
Survivors include his par- Church with the Rev. Mike Davis
sots; four brothers: Michael, and the Rev. Lois Carlin offiJeff, Joel and Randy DIIIIIMIs; dating. Interment by Jackson
and a sister, Stacey Ann 1)a- Funeral Home was in the Acree
mons.
Cemetery.

(Picture courtesy of Gardner's Studio)

Morning Worship 9:00 A. M. 2nd 4th Sundays
11:00 A. M. 1st and 3rd Sundays

Edwards and Thomas Boswell ministers in charge. Elder Harris
named the church Palestine.

This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms . The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market
South

Fulton, Tennessee

Hickman-Fulion R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

M & B Gulf Station

E. W. James and Sons

Tires, Batteries, Accessories

SUPERMARKETS

Kentucky

Ave. at Reed

4721060

The Citizen's Bank
Make eur bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

234-2615

Hickman

South Fulton

Fulton, Kentucky
Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

Fulton Electric System

471.1471

305 Main Street

472-132

Compliments of

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

- In Operation el Years

Large Display
Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons
W.

D. Powers
Felton

Greenfield
Phone 235-1293

Phone 471-1113

J. B. MANESS & SONS

Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Unto'
Fulton, Ky.
472-1412

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Stere-or at your doer
Fulton, Ky.
471-3311

Henry I. Siegel Company, Into.
Fulton and South Fulton
a Geed place to work

Henry Edwards Trucking CO.
MC61492
Clinton, Ky.
410-3/71

Greenfield, Tenn.
Nnai

frIS1
Hat

Miss Janet Adams Attends 4-H

P-6 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, June 17, 1071

Conference In North Corolla

KENTUCKY WINDAGE-From
planati(oCno,nif
anmtold.John
tued
PaAgnsd="Andy")
Campbell is to be buried today (Thursday)
afternoon in Memorial Gardens, and our
heartfelt sympathies to this grieving family.
He would have been two months old next
Monday June 21st.

INTERVAL means keeping
proper space between cars on the
highway. Its a fine way to help
prevent tailgate crashes, which
are so dangerous and costly,
the Allstate Safety Crusade reAmong the 250 delegates to
minds.
the 16th annual 4-H Regional
Resource Development Conference at Fontana Village, North
Carolina, was Miss Junet
Adams from Fulton County.
Between Martin & Union City Iswenty-nevlen
boys and girds
from Kentucky attended the
FRI. - SAT. JUNE 18 - 19
week-long event which drew
4-Hers from the seven states
DOUBLE FEATURE
in the Tennessee Valley. One of
Starts At Dusk
the major goals of the conference was to help 4-Hers unDON KNOTT'S
derstand how their future is related to the development and
How To Frame
use of our natural resources.
A Figg (G)
Assembled in a resort vil— AND —
lage near the Great Smoky
Mountains, the youth particiClint Eastwood - Lee J. Cobb
pated in workshops conducted
Coogan's Bluff (M) by specialists from Valley state
universities. The 4-Hers were
SUN. - MON. JUNE 20 - 21

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

DOUBLE FEATURE

A Tale In The
Spring Rain (GP)

(From current readings and
records of Jim Hale, South
Fulton.)

The following persons were
patients in Fulton's hospitals
Wednesday, June 16:

Dale Mph Low
JUNE 1971
1
76
64
Elliott Gould - Candice Bergen
2
58
91
Getting Straight (R) 3 95 64
4
98
68
98
5
70
TUES. WED. THURS.
6
69
97
JUNE 22 - 23 - 24
7
80
70
8
88
61
DOUBLE FEATURE
9
85
62
10
Starts At Dusk
94
65
11
95
67
Journey To Shiloh (G) 12 96 71
13
97
— AND —
70
14
91
70
Gregory Peck - Omar Shard
15
89
68

Proielp.

— AND —

McKenna's Gold (M)

CLASSIFIED ADS
COURT SALE
The Master Commissioner,
Ruth Johnson, will offer for
sale on June 30, 1971, at the
hour of 10 o'clock A. M. a house
and lot on East State Line, Fulton, Kentucky, (residence on
1400 E. State Line, formerly
belonging to Burch Moon). The
auction will be held at the
premises, and the sale will be
for cash or on a credit of 30
days. If sold on credit, Bond
must be made. For further
information contact the Master
Commissioner at
Hickman;
Warren & Warren, Attorneys
Plaintiff, Fulton, Kenfor
tucky; or Rodney A. Miller,
Attorney for Defendants, Fulton, Ky.

Miss Adams is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Adams,
Rush Creek Community. She is
a Junior at Fulton County High
School and is President of the
Fulton County Teen 4-H Club.

HOSPITAL NEWS

1"
0
.9
0
0
0
trace
1.4
0
0
0
.1
trace:
0
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Hello World!
Mrs. Don Cherry, formerly
Brenda Owens, gave birth Sunday to a 6 lbs., 12 or. girl
whom she and her husband
named Shannon Kay.
She joins a 20-month-old brother, Tab, at their home in
Paris, Tennessee.
Mrs. Cherry is the daughter
of Mrs. W. E. Owens and the
late (Boss) Owens.
Paternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Cherry of
Fulton.
HELLO WORLD
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Vowell of
Fulton 'became the proud parents of a baby boy on June 13
at 4:28 a. m. He weighed 8
pounds and 11 ounces.

• GOOD SPRINGS

There's an interesting post script to the
editorial on page 2 about "catfish farming",
which I found in the just-released TVA magazine. In Tuesday night's Union City Messenger there was another on the same subject, this one about Bill Hall and his big private fishing layout down at Samburg.
According to the Messenger's writer,
Harold Norrid, Hall has a big hatchery located across Indian Creek and up on the
edge of the Lake bluffs above Samburg and
plans to raise catfish in cages in the 20 lakes
and ponds he is building.
In addition, Hall is going into the "hybrid Sunfish" business, says Norrid. The hybrid Sunfish resembles bream and bluegill,
except that they grow to around two or twoand a half pounds in size, and this crop is being closely watched by the State Game and
Fish Commission as a possible new species
for sport fishing.

HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Clarence Gray, Mayfield;
John Harlan Gallimore, Duketorn; Ruth Cashon, Martin;
Ruth Gibson, Scotty Stephens,
Wingo; Birdie Rice, Hickman;
Tammy Glisson, Water Valley;
David Poyner, Clinton; Mary
McDowell, Eddie Lynn King,
Debbie Gregory, Ada Bell
Counce, South Fulton; Betty
Vowell, Susan Henson, Fulton.

FULTON HOSPITAL
Grace Capps, Tiptonville,
Tennessee; Ray Presson. Hickory, Kentucky; Barbara Wilson,
Mayfield; Mrs. Mart Reed,
Harvey Vaughn, Martin; Robert Reilly Bushart, Lewis Tibbs,
011ie J. Vaughn, Wingo; J. B.
MeDaniels, Phillip Mangold,
Truman
Oliver, Hickman;
Marvin Burkett, Clinton; Jeneatte Clupp, Jim Lafoon, Effie
Williams, Water Valley; Donald
Faulkner, Union City; 0. G.
Howe, Crutchfield;
Dorothy
Churchwell, Pearl Eudy, James
McMillan, Mary Wiley, Gardner Whitlock, South Fulton;
Montez Baird, Nell Bennett,
Ralph Brady, Billy Craddock,
W. H. Davis, Daisie Eddington,
Penny Edwards, Clarence Graham, H. L. Hurdy, A. N. Jones,
J. 0. Lewis, Alma Martin, Lisa
Morris, Mary Ann Petty, Ira
Rains, Grace Robey, Alice
Fields, Peggy Spraggs, Myrtle
Temple, Elizabeth Caldwell,
Fulton.

Sunday Graduation
Throe Hickman girls attended the first session of the 14th annual Clseerleading Clink held at
Arkansas State University, June 6-11. From left to right are Debbie Castleman, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Castleman; Cindy Cartwright, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Cartwright,
Jr.; and Kathy Groan, daughter of Mr. and Mn. Floyd Green. The girls were taught new
cheers, tumbling and porn-porn routines. They aro all members of the Hickman junior varsity
cheerleading team.

Gary Oliver UK's
Campus Minister
The new Baptist campus minister for the University of Kentucky is Gary Oliver, a native
of Southgate, Kentucky. Oliver
comes to Lexington campus
from Western New Mexico University, where he was Baptist
campus minister and lecturer
in Bible. Prior to that time,

he was associate pastor of
Heights Baptist Church in Albusguerque, New Mexico.
Oliver also served as pastor
of Salem Baptist Church, Brandenburg, Ky., and pastor of Kent
Baptist Church, Kent, Ind. He is
a graduate ofSouthern Seminary
and the University of New Mexico.
Oliver is already working at
the University of
Kentucky,
making preparations for the
1971-72 school year.

The commencement program
for the Vacation Bible School
being conducted this week at
First Baptist Church will be
held
Sunday night at 7:30,
according to W. L. Williamson,
School principal.
The processional "Praise the
Lord, the King of Glory" will
be used. Following the service,
parents and guests will view
the work In the various departments and refreshments will
be served.

Bible study at Good Springs
each Friday night is having
good attendance. Rev. Oren
Stover is teaching, with the
studies at present centered on
the book of Genesis. Due to
Bible school, thisweek's study
will be Thursday night at 730.
You are invited to join in the
service.
Mr. and Mrs. Allmon McGuire had most of the family
home on Sunday Mr. and Mrs.
H. E, Eudy and Patti from Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. Elson McGuire, Mrs. Mary Lou Jones,
Bob and Ann of Fulton and Mr.
and Mrs. Dan McGuire and
Shawn from Memphis. It was a
happy day of family togetherness.

no

HAVE AN ART
PROBLEM?

ACRYLICS, OILS,
MEDIUMS, CANVAS,
BRUSHES, EASELS
"Shop in our complete
Art Doparbmwsr _

Sherwin-Williams
Phone 472-21144
FULTON, KY.

Pick the Frigidaire Freezer that fits Your Style of living.
4 ECONOMY UPRIGHT MODELS
UF-155S
15.5 Cu. ft.,
54 3-1b. size.
61%" H., 32"
W., 2914" D.
Snowcrest
White exterior.

UFD-216P
21.6 cu. ft.,
756-lb. size.
65W H., 33/
3
4"
W., 29%" D.
Snowcrest
White exterior.

UF-186S
18.6 Cu. ft.,
650-lb. size.
64" H., 32"
W., 29%. D.
Snowcrest
White exterior.

UF-1 25S
1111 12.5 Cu. ft.,
436-lb. size.
59W H. 28"
W., 29ifi- D.
Snowcrest
White exterior.

CF-266N
26.6 cu. ft., 932-lb. size
36%," H.,.71" W., 2814" D.
Snowcrest White exterior

4 BIG CHEST
FREEZERS

CF-172N
17.2 Cu. ft., 601-1b. size
36%" H., 48Y," W., 28)(," D.
Snowcrest White exterior

CF-220N (not shown)
22.0 Cu. ft., 770-lb. size
36%," H., 59%
4" W., 28V D.
Snowcrest White exterior

CF-150N (not shown)
15.0 cu. ft., 525-lb. size
36%" H., 48(4" W., 28/4- D.
Snowcrest White exterior

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY

GM

'TOUR FLOOFS OF FINE FURNITURE"
IWO ‘.

301 WALNUT

t.tIVI/II NC .
I
!

no

Artist Supplies

DIAL 472-3791

One taste is worth to 0words
Alit i.E

separate
Member
inked a

F1
Ar

Howell Jones recently hada
medical check-up and is happy
to be released from some of the
restrictions of diet and work he
has been having to observe.
Mrs. Lewis Cole was able to
be at church yesterday for the
first time in several months.
Mrs. John Abs had surgery
at Obion General Hospital last
Friday and is making satisfactory recovery.
visiting
Berlage is
Joey
grandparents in Mobile, Alabama.
Ruth Darnell is home from
her teaching duties in Neota,
III., and will begin school at
Murray to complete her master's degree.
Lynn Bowlin is also at home
after his year's work in the
school system at Desloge, Missouri.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Puckett
took their sons Paul and Cris
to Memphis today for regular
check-ups for allergy.
Messrs. Elizabeth Darnell,
Huel Wright and Hillman Westbrook attended the County Council meeting at Dresden, Saturday, June 12,
representing
Dukedom Homemakers.

Ro

BIG SALE
The auction of household
furniture and farm equipment
at the Jonakin Home in the
Chanel Hill Community brought
414:780. the administrator said
today. The acreage and house
will be sold later. Haywood
Jonakin. and James Odom were
found shot to death on April 25
at the Jonakin home.

Mrs. HIlitri•n Westbrook
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF
HIGHWAYS NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be received
by the Department of Highways, at its office, Frankfort.
Kentucky, until 10:00 A. M.
Eastern Dandight 'Time on the
25th day of June, 1971, at which
time bids will be publicly opened and read for the improvement of:
RS GROUP 120(1971)
leulton Co., RS 38-82 — The
Conner Road from Ky. 924 extending northerly, a distance of
0251) mile. Bituminous Concrete Surface Class I.
Fulton Co., RS 38-907 — The
Jefferies Road from Ky. 924
extending northerly, to the
Clinton-M osc ow Road (CR
1026). e distance of 0.760 mile.
Bituminous Concrete Surface
Class I.
Fulton Co., RS 38-937 — The
Maddox Road from Ky. 1129 to
Ky. .1128, a distance of 0.500
mile. Bituminous Concrete Surface Class I.
Hickman Co., RS 53-44 —
Wiley Street In Moscow from
the Deweese Road (CR 1213)
extending northerly and westerly to the Deweese Road, a
distance of 0.250 mile. Bituminous Concrete Surface Class I.
Hickman Co., RS 53-44 —
The Deweese Road from Ky.
239 extending northwesterly, a
distance of 0.700 mile. Bituminous Concrete Surface Class I.
Bid proposals for all projects
will be available until 12:00
NOON EASTERN DAYLIGHT
TIME on the day preceding the
bid opening at the Division of
Contract Procurement at a cost
of $2 each. Bid proposals are
issued only to prequalified contractors.' Remittance payable
to the State Treasurer of
Kentucky must accompaziy
request
for proposals.

Nil to t
bred Bai
Inky.

Our apologies to Mrs. Jamie Wade and
to John and Wally Earles, all of whom had
interesting feature stories in our files that
we had expected to publish but will have to
forego. Perhaps we will have an opportunity
later.

The seven states involved
were Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina. Tennessee and Virginia.

WEATHER REPORT

Starts At Dusk
Anthony Quinn-Ingrid Bergman

selected for the trip on the
basis of their outstanding 4-H
activities and leadership.
The conference is sponsored
by the Extension Service of the
land grant universities of the
Tennessee Valley states, the
Tennessee Valley Association of
Test Demonstration Farm
Families and the Tennessee
Valley Authority.

MURR
member
*Ube t

$

Enjoy
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HEHIL
AVLEN
• YEARS OLD

so emit

the gentle bourbon from Kentucky

DISTILLED AND SOTTLED BY HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC. BARDSTOWN, NELSON COUNTY, KY.,
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participate in all performances.

fISU Band To
have Girl
Flag-Bearers
7, 1971
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MURRAY, Ky. - Aa eightMember taltVet
flarboners
MX be the newest addition neat
fall to the Marching Thoroughbred Band at Murray,State University.
:Roger Retchmuth, marching
blind director, said the flag unit
vdil work with the hand in preciakm drill and also do some
separate routines of its own.
Members of the band unit will
attend all band rehearsals and

,
R

ge added that the flag unit
Is the latest In a series of "new1o" ideas, including new band
urlforms, and enlarged membership and a majorette line of
outstanding taleet.
Auditions for the flag unit
trill be held during the annual
!Hurray State University band
camp Aug. 25-28. Girls Interested in an auditke should contact Roger Reiclunutb, Marching Band Director, Price Doyle
tee Arts Building, Murray
University, Murray, Ken-

Lle

Barbecue
\Tatm
its/

PIII2E2rAlk
Ray's Hamburgers .. 25c
CALL US

479-9082
beat

00

•40116

psy Nothing

BOX STORAGE SERVICE

Until Veil

for low-cost care of
winter garments!

.410
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um were
April 25

e EVERYTHING FULLY INSURED AGAINST THEFT OR
DAMAGE

FECTION

.EVERYTHING STORED
ON

HANGERS

FULTON, Ky.- Charles Holt,
a junior majoring in business
administration at the University
of Tennessee at Martin, was
presented the, Army ROTC Veterans of Foreign Wars Award
during ROTC Honors Day ceremonies.
The award is presented to
the MS III cadet, who has shown
outstanding achievement and
concentrated effort in military
and academic subjects during
his junior year.
Cadet Holt also received the
ROTC Academic Achievement
Award for high academic standing during winter quarter.
Holt, along with 40 other cadets, will attend camp this summer at Fort Bragg, N. C.
He is this son of the Rev. and
Mrs. James Holt of Fulton.

KENLAKE STATE PARK,
Ky.,
Four Paducahans
are cast members of "Rameses:
The Story of Moses" scheduled
to open tonight at 8:30 at Kenlake Amphitheater.
Donnie Smith is a minister of
agriculture and Phil Hiland,
Gray Hurt, and Bob Wirtz are
members of Pharoah's Court.
Beginning its second season,
play is one of the most
"eaul dramas of Old Testaanent history. The play spans
t
11a years of Moses as a prince
Egypt through the giving of
ten commandments on Mt.

_
uns

For Father's
Day...

,....ketitY1441NG RETURNED
Abrio
-iNtAR IN THi Alt

TT fttitrandit._ xt_seid studies show that bringing in four
outside television stations by
cable could reduce broadcast
revenues by 20 to 30 per cent.
As a result, Paxton said more
red Paxton, managing direc- than one-half the radio stations
,and vicelogaent of WPSD- now operating would be forced
to shut down.
Paxton also said that while
regulations proposed by the FCC
would limit the number of television stations that could be
brought into an area to four, no
limit would be placed on the
irber of radio stations that
Glenn Byrd of Crutchfield has
uld be monitored.
been initiated into Alpha Phi
"The federal government does
Omega service fraternity at
t owe broadcasters a living,"
Murray State University. Anton said. But he said the
other F'ultonlan, Ralph Wright,
ernment does owe the public
has been elected the fraterradio as well as free talenity's second vice president
on.
for the coming year.

INDIANAPOLIS
Me television poses a greater
eat to radio than it does to
file TV, the Indiana Broadcastel Association was told here

I

Byrd, Wright
Are Honored
By Fraternity

WINS DOCTORATE -Gary C.
McCullough, son of Sheriff and
Mrs T. C. McCullough of Obion,
has been awarded a Juris Doctor
Degree at Memphis State
University and plans to practice
law in Memphis. He also has a
business administration degree,
with a major in production
management, from Memphis
State. He and his wife, the former
Cheryl Reeves of Rossmoor,
Byrd, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Calif., have two children -- Cris,
James E. Byrd, will be a sopho3, and Teresa, I.

Toys Worth
$57 Million
MADRID-Spain's annual toy
production is worth about $57
million. Toys worth about $8.4
million were exported last year.

- Rods

And Delivery.

- Reels

on

- Knives

I - Day

STORAGE

Happy Day Professional Cleaners
West State Line. Fulton

479-2525

HAVE SOLD MY FARM • MOVING TO ARIZONA
FARMING EQUIPMENT
IA DIESEL
J01111
PORI/ VIII SELECTO-EPIED I5 /444444, miaow Lima,
JOIN
SILAS{ CUTTER, No. IS. Nu Ows molar On Ir... Nader
JONI
ESA MERL SLID,
ANN
II 1 14" PLOM
ass
CORM MOON N., us
FORD I II 14" PLOW
PT. SLADE
/..C. WO 48 TRACTOR

LC. BREAKING PLOW A CULTIVATOR
4 WHEEL TRAILER IVITN MOIST
I IN EEL TRAILER ISTV NAY RACK
MOSE 2 TON TRUCK MTV MOIST
SECTION NARROW
2
TROUGHS UM AMP
SILAGE TROUOIS ewe
SALT
VINIELS

COLDSPOT MUST FOSS PREIZER
ENO MAL STOVE

71 Dairy Cattle Sell In Complete Dispersion
6 of these are Registered
14 milking in First Lactation
14 milking in Second Lactation

10 milking in Third Lactation
15 are dry
9-young Holstein Heifers

OULU CATTLE ARE NONE 6 CLEAR. MINE OF MIN NAVE SEEN SNOWED IN Tel LOCAL 000515 FAIN AID
SNOWS MO IMO MOM CLASSES. M INVITE
TO CONE AND RAYON Nut COWS ULRIC
SALE
OATS. IF I'M NIES MLR MOW OR RILL NM EOM RIPLACWIENTI LATRIE 11111 HMO IS TOR SALE TO ATTEND.

OS SAL. MINIM OILS TANK
I BIMETAL INLIONS - FAST 11111111N TYPE

Just
BRING IN THIS AL V.
TO OUR STORE
(Use As Coupon)
Free Offer: 7

Rinse
14-or.

1st

TIRE

June 17th

EVANS
II 00(ACM 00017101,. ,potrl Oa

99c

2 $235
gir
TIRES

7-oz: Reg. $1.59

$1.09
I

COLGATE

MARTIN, TENNESSEE
u
.-uI

314-2855

DRUG

COMPANY

07 •07

wc7771007,
7d

LAKIN STROUT

PULTON
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Ammo
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Clip This Coupon!

Toothpaste Plus MFP
.5-ox; Reg 89c

:THURSDAY

69c
BikyEB Aspmni

PRICE INCLUDES SHIPPING,
MOUNTING and Fed. Ex. Tax

100's
Reg. $1.17

$42.12

88c
ALBERTO YO-5

46.90
10-inc W /WO Is
7.75-14 530.34 $46.62
8.25-14 33.52 51.40
8.55-14 36.70 56.16
7.75-15 32.36 49.66
8.15-15 35.57 54,48

Hair Spray
17-oz; Reg. $2.35

Only
(June 17th)

$1.69

Sears

II. Urn a...
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

303 Broadway

EVANS DRUG CO.

CLOSEOUT! ONLY 2 LEFT!
Save Over $40 on a
WIZARD RIDING MOWER
-5- Horsepower motor

-3 - Speed

I

/

Hamburgers

-25 - inch cut

VACUUM PIMP A PIPELINE
STAINLESS STEEL VAT

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
SALES
es woo
MUT:MDVII & AUTUMN

MEP

RIGHT GUARD

means good mileage.

Tuba!

'70s.b

11 a. m. til 5p. m.

Gillette

Ow 21 22 Fecl 2.4 lox pa. fire

F78-14
G78-14
H78-14
F78-15
G78-15

gamin

THURSDAY ONLY!

Foil
Wrapped 36's
Reg. $1.19

$222°

YON M

Photographer will be Here

$1.39
ALKA SELTZER

PM WWII MINIMUMS!' CONTACT..........

517-4581

in livin tOLOR

Reg. $2;

OUR CLOSEOUT PRICE:

BILLY ROGERS, Martin, Tenn., Pho. 587-3057 or

m
r
iic
DE
CHILD'S
$3,95

RINSE AWAY

T1 ANS EOM AMMETER - mums COMPIOATU DI EARN ANNEAL

QUOTA: 1101 Lbs. Of Quota
MILKING EQUIPMENT

NITE PH. 587 6AJ7

PORTRAIT

ME STOVE MOO LT.U.
MANY ITWO TOO MINSINOM TO 111111MOIL

FEED - 25 Acres of Oats & Clover Already in Silo

DAY PH. 587.4157

1/4
"
4
PROFESSIONAL

SOUTH FULTON
PHONE 479-1420

FURNITURE-

ESTIMATES GIVEN

308 BROADWAY-Across from Martin Carpet Center

59c

aga:nst rood hazards. Traction
slots and wrap-around shoulders
For positive control. Deep tread

ON Til NUM LOCATES MOILER NORTON? OF MARTIN ON OLD SALEM ROAD. TURN EAST
SALE MIX El
OPP RWII lull MARTIN ANS 00 se MILE PROWICOM INC., 11111-1111111TII MIRROR AND TAKE FIRST BLACKTOP TO
LEFT. PINNIES I OLE TO BALE. SATIN FOR SALE AMOUR

Including Wiring and Plumbing
NEW HOME CONSTRUCTION

61 ,-oz; Reg. 89c

4-ply rayon cord body is tough
yet soft-riding, great protection

FRIDAY,..
JUNE
.
.
82
., 1971
Lk
MARTIN, TENNESSEE

COMPLETE KITCHEN REMODELING SERVICE

Gillette Foamy

GUARDSMAN

BILLY ROGERS S

KITCHEN CABINETS-BATH VANITIES

re• lealt sa.•

-wEizakhodr„,.,
- Fishing and
Hunting Supplies Sears best-selling sou belted
Railroad Salvage
the RAYON
Felton, Ky.
Lam St.

SHIRT SERVICE

Poison Control Centers In
this area are:

Cabinets made in shop and installed in your' home '

SUPER SAY
At Evans Drug

OWL!) 0015 7 AAAAA

DRY CLEANING

poison antidotes in stock. Whoa
call is answered, state clearly
POISON CONTROL CENTER EMERGENCY.

FORSYTHE CABINET SHOP

;Scoreboards Huge
MUNICH, Germany-The two
huge scoreboards to be used in
the 1972 Olympic Games here
will require 170,000 light bulbs.

to Homemakers

. Louisville: Department
at
Poison Control Centers have Pediatrics, 323 Chestnut Street,
been established in hospitals (502) 582-1831. Ext. 290.
in the state to provide phyPaducah: Western
Baptist
sicians, first aiders, ambulHospital, 2501 Kentucky Aveance crews law enforcement
nue,
(502)
444-6361,
Ext.
221,
officers and other fast and acNight Ext. 233.
curate information and assistance in poison cases.
SHOP OUR ADVERTISERS .
The listed centers have many

more majoring in biology and
minoring in chemistry. He was
pledge class vice president
and was named an ideal pledge.
Wright, who pledged the fraternity last fall, is the son of
Mr. and Mrs.Grover L. Wright.
He will be a sophomore majoring in
industrial technology.

I - Hour

Free Pickup ,

11111111111111•10

interest

Big Threat To Radio Poison Victims

6.50- I 3 Tubeless Whitewall

VAULT

SECTION

Local Centers
Offer Aid To

Cable Television Is

MOUNTED

TEMPERATURE - CONTROLLED

Ot

17, 1971

Fred Paxton:

Holt Wins
ROTC Honor
At UT-Martin

OUR

IN

THURSDAY, JUNE

ul,TON. KENTUCKY
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CLEANED, SPOT-

TED AND FINISHED TO PER-

is
S.
'AS,
!LS
piste

.

ollis Clark of Murray is
es and Mark Tinsley, also of
ay, portrays Rameses.
rformances are nightly ext Mondays through Sept. 6.
further information and
group discount rates write Rameses, Box 305, Calvert City,
Ky. 42029.

PROFES-

• EVERYTHING

E NEW*

oci icon

.ti(

or

Just drop your heavy winter
woolens in our giant box, and
we'll do the rest. Everything safeprotected from all
ly stored
the danger of crowded closets
...moths, mildew, heat and theft.

SIONALLY

T I. A

Paducahans
in Rameses'
Production

WITH OUR

'hyhy-

ITC

OT

moths, m"dev''

no &oral" tr°"'

wobeand

42on.

-

11111:01111

WESTERN AUTO STORE
204 Lake Street

Fulton

99c
urger

(With This Coupon Ad)
(Regular Price Without Ad)

WEST STATE LINE AT COLLEGE
.uor 4/100
401111 ammo ammo

KY.,

"b.

o

r'

FULTON, KY.
memo

Fulton, Ky.
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HOBART'S SHOE
REPAIR
OFFERS THESE SPECIALS

25% OFF
WITH THIS AD
:On Any Of These Items?
Need Repair,
WE CAN DO IT!

WATER PROOFING
SHOES
ORTHOPEDIC WORK
LUGGAGE
SHOES SHINED
SADDLES
SHOES STRETCHED
BELTS
SHOES REFINISHED
BILLFOLDS
SHOES COVERED OR
GOLFBAGS
MATCH YOUR DRESS
SPORTING GOODS
OLD POINTED TOED
RIVETS
SHOES CHANGED TO
SNAPS
THE NEW STYLE
STRAPS
SPIKE HEELS CHANGED
BUCKLES
TO BLOCK HEELS
HOLSTERS
EYELETS
WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE
MONEY IS TIGHT
Repair and you will SAVE — at

HOBART'S SHOE SERVICE
204 Main St.

CLOSED MONDAYS
Phone 472-1084

Fullon, Ky.

MSIJ Student
Selected For
NASA Program

KEA Asked For ,Price Tag
The legislative interim Cominttee on Education agreed FrIlity
to ask the Kentucky EducaOon
Association how much its 1972
legislative package would
The committee_ voted without
dissent to invite the KEA teedership to its next meeting,
sometime after Labor Dpy, to
give its estimate of the pest of
each proposal in its legislative
program. In the meanedne, the
committee also asked ,its staff
to prepare its own cost estimate
of the program, point by point.
The KEA so far has steadfastly refused to put any figures on
any aspect of its program when
asked to do so by newsmen.
Other estimates have put the
cost at around 5100 million for
the most expensive part of the
program — four six per cent
raises for teachers for the 197274 period; the figure varies
greatly depending on how it is
computed.
The cost of the KEA program
became a major issue in last
month's campaign for the Democratic gubernatorial nomination. Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford, the
winner of that contest, charged
that his principal opponent, former Gov. Bert T. Combs would
raise taxes to pay for the program. Combs had endorsed the
entire KEA program.
State Rep. Nell Guy McNamee, D-Mt. Sterling, asked
at the committee meeting if the
KEA leadership should not be
asked to suggest tax increases
to pay for its program as well.
Her suggestion was not acted
upon.
State Rep. Sherman Arnett.
D-Clearfield, objected strongly
to Mrs. McNamara's comment,
saying, "Education always has
taken the leadership in proposing taxes while other agencies
have taken a ride on the horse."
He explained that other 'state
agencies such as the child welfare and economic security de-

partments have benefitted from
the tax increases but have not
gone out asking for them.
Arnett also declared that educatioy has "taken, it on the
chin, when criticism has arisen
over new taxes.
The committee also expressed
its displeasure and concern over
the state Board of Education's
refusal to repeal a regulation
which allows it to waive any of
its other regulations by majority
vote.

Fulton Class Reunion
To Hear Ex-Principal
W. L.
FULTON, Ky.,
Holland, retired Fulton City
Schools superintendent
and former Fulton High principal, will be the main speaker
at the big reunion of Fulton
High graduating classes, 193940-41-42, which will be held in
,Fulton on July 15, 16 and 17.
The program for the event
was announced today by Guide
Jewell, reunion secretary and
program chairman.
Joe Treas, reunion president,
will be master of ceremonies at
all events. Holland will speak
at the pool-side banquet at the
Holiday Inn July 16 at 8 p.m.
Teachers who taught this group
in school are invited to this
event.
Others on the Friday night
program will include: Mrs.
Doris Freeman, TV's "Cousin
Tuny" of Jackson, Tenn.: Mrs.
Joe Trees, who will present
vocal selections, and David
Homra, who will award prizes
to the various members.

the regulation is needed in order
for it to waive certain requirements of other regulations from
time to time. Examples of such
provisions are calamity days
and the requirement for each
high school to be on 10 acres of
ground, which is impractical in
parts of Eastern Kentucky.

Rep. Arthur 'Sehmidt, R-Cold
Spring; sald the "regulatien had
the .pdtentlal 'of being the most
dangerous of any filed by any
state agency.
The long range effect of such
a regulation, he said, could be
that the General Assembly
would enact by law what is now
in many regulations, which then
could be changed only every
two years when the legislature
meets.
The Hoard of Education says

Cousin Tuny and her band
will entertain and furnish music
for dancing on Saturday night
at the dinner-dance at the Holiday Inn.
A pre-reunion dutch dinner
will be held at The Derby in the
Kentucky Room July, 15, at 8
p.m.
Registration for the event,
which is expected to attract approximately 300 members.
wives, husbands and children,
will get underway at noon July
16, in the hospitality suite of the
Holiday Inn.
The registration fee is due by
June 15, and should be mailed
or taken to Joe Trees, local
postmaster. The fee is $17.50
per person.

Committee and staff members
said such waivers could be handled in the regular way, by filing them as emergency amendments on an individual basis.
They then could be put into effect immediately upon being
signed by the governor.
The committee also voted to
set up a subcommittee to see
what is being done in innovative
education in Kentucky and another to consider legislation to
give tuition grants to students
at independent private colleges.

Elephant Tails
Currency

EMI*.Ky. — TOmmy Powell, son of Howard Powell of
Fulton and a senior at Murray
State University, has been selected to participate in a sixweeks special study course at
Langley NASA Research Center
at Hampton, Va.
Powell, a graduate of Fulton
High School and a Vietnam veteran, is majoring in industrial
education at MSU with a specialized area in drafting. He will be
awarded six college hours credit
for the NASA course.
His wife is the former Mary
Eltoibeth Mitchell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Vyron Mitchell
Sr., of Fulton, and is a member
of the Rhea School faculty in
Paris, Tenn.
Powell will leave Saturday for.
his assignment at Langley.

5 to 12 p.m.
$1.25
Children 75c

LOURENCO MARQUES—lnephant tails were once the favorite currency of Portuguese
East Africa.
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SPECIAL PURCHASE' DAD forfather'sDay
Top
MAN

We were able to buy a limited number of these famous

Westinghouse

ON ilk

AIR CONDITIONERS

SuPer
Saver!

*0!'

MDIEM
p

Al special kw prices. If you need an air conditioner, get one of these bargains NOW!When
these are gone, there will be no more at these prices!

110 - VOLT MODELS

I

5000 BTU

$114.95

5000 BTU DeLuxe, Reg.
SALE PRICE

$164.95
$149.95

6000 BTU DeLuxe, Reg.
SALE PRICE

$199.95
$169.95

8000 BTU DeLuxe, Reg.
SALE PRICE

$229.95
$209.95

10,000 BTU DeLuxe, Reg.
SALE PRICE

$299.95
$279.95

$319.95
$279.95

18,000 BTU DeLuxe, Reg.
SALE PRICE

$349.95
$309.95

21,000 BTU DeLuxe, Reg
SALE PRICE

$399.95
$349.95

-4z- Hens Dress And
SPORT SHIRTS
3 For $5.00

•

Men's Famous Name - Brand

MEN'S SUITS

WATCHES
— 17 Jewels
— Values To $69.50

65% Polyester
35% Rayon

MAO

$1915, $29.95

220 - VOLT MODELS
ig:NS SUrliS
— Wool And Silk!
— Variety Of Colors!
— Stripes And Solids!

tii_1141_0201i

WALKING SHORTS
$1.99 and $2.99

$50.00

A1111111111111111111111111111111111111111

COMPARE: You'll Buy Westinghouse

WESTERN AUTO
FULTON, KT.

permanent Pr."'
solids and Prwas

MEN'S

24,000 BTU DeLuxe, Reg. ___ $429.95
SALE PRICE
$379.95

8212LAKE ST.

AniS
TO

15,000 BTU DeLuxe, Reg. ___ $309.95
SALE PRICE
$279.95
18,000 BTU Standard, Reg.
SALE PRICE

-SLEEVE
MEN'S LONG

PHONE: 472-2774

tams sots

ac
-Leather ell
WIng-Ttp; All
41.114du
Brovra
Antique
S6 to $9
Otb.ors front

After Shave Lotion
$1.40
P.N.HIRSCH & CO.
CHARGE IT

C)

Hai Berate and Old Spine

WHERE YOU ALWAYS SAVE!

am
fly Powswell Of
Murray
Wan Be
a sixMOO at
Center

All-Time High Expected
During MS[I Summer Term
MURRAY, Ky. — Enrollment high mark of two years ago
for the eight-week summer term when students register Monday.
at Murray State University Is
Wilson Gantt, dean of admisexpected to be near the all-time sions and registrar, said his esti-

f Fulton
am vetidustrial
specialwill be
▪ credit
tr Mary
Otter of
Mitchell
member
:ulty In
rtlay inn
eY•

Pish
Slaw

mate is based on the number of
inquiries, applications by new
students, and actual notifications 1;iy students they will attend.
Last summer's enrollment of
3,202 was seven less than the
record high of 3,209 students in
1969. An additional 465 students
attended the three-week intersession following summer school
in 1970.
Classes for the summer session this year be g in Tuesday,
June 15, and continue through
Aug. 6. A large selection of both
graduate and under graduate
courses is available.
Gantt said the alphabetical order of registration for summer
school will be A-Z for graduates
and for each under graduate
class. He listed the following
registration hours June 14 in the
ballroom of the Waterfield Student Union Building:
Graduates-8:15 am. to 4:30

Registratin Deadline
Near For ETS Test
MURRAY,Ky.,
About two weeks remain for
prospective teachers who plan to
take the National Teacher Examinations at Murray State University July 17 to submit their
registration to Educational Testing Service, Princeton, N. J.
Dr. Donald Rye, director of
the testing center at Murray
State, said registrations for the
examinations must reach the
Princeton office not later than
June 24.

"Bulletins of Information" describing registration procedures
and c on t a in ing registration
forms may be obtained from the
Murray State testing center or
directly from the N a tional
Teacher Examinations, Educational Testing Service, Box 911,
Princeton, N.J., 06540.
A candidate at the one-day
session may take the Common
Examinations, wh ic h include
tests in professional education
and general education, and one

page
National Recreation Trail
Established Near Auroral _

Fulton, Ky.

of the 21 teaching area Teachln
Area Examinations designed til
evaluate his understanding o
Inc subject matter and methods
applicable to the area he may
be assigned to teach.
Each candidate will receive
an admission ticket advising
him of the exact location of the
center to which he should report, Dr. Rye said.
Candidates for the Common
Examinations will report at 8:311
a.m. on July 17 and should finish about 12:30 p.m. Teaching
Area Examinations will begin at
1:30 p.m. and should be finished
at approximately 4:15 p.m., according to the time schedule of
ETS.

Thursday, June 17, 1971

' Lang
AURORA, Ky.
reek Trail in the Land Between
le Lakes area near here has
een approved by the Interior
)epartment as one of the first
lational Recreation Trails desgnated under recent legislation.
Loug Creek TOO* OcOording
riele. was desired to rive
r.n
the pnysity nandicapped visitor an opportunity to enjoy the
area's plant and animal life.
TVA officials also announced

"open house" at various facilities at recent "valley mobil*
tion week," which attractlr
moie than 450,000 visitors. '..
several environmental 41
other laboratories are open
tho tublic and special tours weit
condacted during TVA's 38th 4Ilvetnarv celebuatern.
The U.S. spent more than Sib
billion to dispose of 350 million
lions of garbage.

WE'RE TAKING DEAD AIM AT INFLATION

Seniors-8:15 to 9:40 a.m.
Juniors-9:40 a.m, to noon.
Sophomores — Noon to 1:56
P.mFreshmen-1:50 to 4 p.m.

-Neckwear
—Pajamas
—Walking Shorts
—Summer Robes
—Sport Coats
—Dress Shirts
—Sport Shirts
—Slacks
—T-Shirts
—Jewelry
—Billfolds
—Belts
—Socks
—Underwear
—Slippers
—Hats

448 LA10E ST.

FULTON

ENGLISH Of ARM CUT

He added that the rate of registration for graduate students
Is estimated to be A-L between
8:15 a.m. and 1 p.m. and M-Z
between 1 and 4:30 p.m.
Gantt pointed out that students may register as late as
Thursday, June 17, provided
they attend classes on that date.
lIe also noted that a participant
in a workshop scheduled during
Me summer may register Jtme
14 or on the first day of die
workshop.
Students may take up to 10*
mester hours of course work
during the summer term. Most
classes meet one hour a day,
five days a week, with some
variation in courses including
laboratory or field trip requirements.

Chuck Roast

73t
L.78c
L.78t

IF A IL P SR1.S IT!
A & P GUARANTEES M

57t
58t

8 O'CLOCK

LB

(IT'S AS SIMPLE AS THAT!)
PRICES GOOD THRU SAT., JUNE 19

Ground Beef
PLATTER SLICED

t

Bacon
SUPER-RIGHT SKINLESS
Franks .
c
RIVER
steab

LB

1 2 OZ PI"'

LB 59t

cAp.N. JOHN'S
Fisk 11, Clips

I LE. pKG

3 RIVERS

SBA Official
Planning Visit

INSTANT COFFEE

69t

P & D Shrimp • L8 pKG $1 49
SUMMIT SQUARES
is.

A representative of the Small
Business Administration will be
at that Agency's part-time
office in the City Hall on the
First Floor, Paducah, on June
17, as announced by R. B. Blankenship, SBA District Director. The office, operated on a
semi- monthly basisavery first
ant thirtTlaireclay, will benKin
from Pa. in. t0• Pt in.
In addition to an SBA loan
representative, there will be a
SCORE (Service Corps of Retired Executives) Counselor
available to talk with small
business inquirers. SCORE FRESH
representatives in the Paducah
area are Robert E. Sachs and
Ross L. Cochran.

29c

SUPER-INNIT BLADE CUT

CHUCK STEAK

Pole leans.
1/ OZ.
CANS

Add
Channel 29
To Your Present Antenna System

SUPER-ABSORBENT (5c OFF

HOME GROWN

Bibb
Linke LB

FOR ONLY $15.95

SCOT TOWE

ID RADISHES
MI ONIONS
GREEN PEPPERS

YOUR
CHOICE!

KRAFT

JANE PARKER'S FINEST
ADDS UHF TO YOUR EXISTING VHF SYSTEM
Color-Tracker "Add-on" kits let you add UHF reception
to your VHF installation the easy economical way.
The
Model U-620K and U-610K' attach to the same
down
lead as your present VHF antenna and mount on
the
same mast. Nothing else to buy—each kit
includes
phasing wire, mast stand-off and back-of
-set band
separator.

Wade Television Service
Authorized Wineprd Dealer

t

472-3462

WHITE BREAD

THIS COUPON WORTH
3k TOWARD THE PURCHASE
OF A 10 OZ. JAR OF INSTANT
NESCAFE COFFEE
rood glory.
5.;n1 Only
9upfn flood TIOftf.,Sat.. lune IS
q.!.k. Mn.ift t'09pon
LIMO
Uoupoo I,t'ust..9 t

2 LB. CTN

$119

DEL MONTE (CRUSHED320
OZ.$1100
OR
CANS.—
sLICEI3)
LIBBY'S WHOLE KERNEL 5
17 OZ.$1 00
CANS...

Pim**
Golden Corn ....

BATHROOM TISSUE

SOFT-WEIN
2
ROLL
PROS

KRAFT ITAUAN

20
OZ.
IVES.

NO 2.1783'

Yelveeto

rettilgr
DETERGENT

Pear Halves
DI HWASHER
1507.at Al
BOX
2 LB. 6

•606

BEAUTY SOAP

CT. Act,
77t BATH SOAP BATH2BARS
TH
A
247
BARS‘i
12 OZ. BTL 37C Lifebuoy
BATH SOAP

350Z. BOX
Lb. DETERGENT

Sikerdust oz. Box Yg Lot
DETERGENT
Limp
Swam
LIQUID
Dove

LUX

2207. 1111.1/*
SHORTENING
41 OZ. CAN
2207. BTL.634 Spry
DETSRGEN'T

AN T E. NINA SYSTEMS
QT. BTL.934

97c

3 LB. emu
OZ. BOX 07c

oars VIENNA SAUSAGE

4(4x,$10°

Some of the best timber no vada, is second-growth, an exKR** amend Lake Tahoe, ample that tree harvesting
rtioa e n California and Ne- Iltated not damage a forest.

Fulton, Ky.

SHOP PH FULTON
ogs46361067146Sta
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AFTERNOON RELAXATION — Mrs. Eula
Henson, 76, spends her free afternoons at
ber favorite pastiine—quilting. Mrs. Henson

Mr.Farmer! Do You Want To Expand
tour

Dairy Business-- See us,if you need a loan
Pain. Farmers of the Purchase Counties are expanding their
business, wittv the purchase of Bulk Tanks, nvodernixation of
l•arns and tivii construction of Elevated Milk Parlors. We Init•farmers of this area to contact us and let us show you
how you may obtain necessary credit for your planned program. THE PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION loans
fidtay for all types of FARMS PRODUCTS.
f
;Thousands Of Our Local Farmers Have Used
•
Production Credit Planned Loans
We Salute the Dairy Farmer
for His Contribution to the
Economy of Our Area...
LOANS MADE FROM 1 TO 7 YEARS

JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit Assn.
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 236-25114

WARREN BARD
Field Off. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone 6515161

Is one of a continually decreasing number,
to practice the age-old craft of quilting.

Quilting, A Dying Art, Still
Is Practiced By Paducahan
By ERNIE HEARIONSuo-Democrat Staff Writer
Along with the horse and
buggy, the butter churn, house
raisings and homespun cloth,
one more telltale remnant
from Kentucky's folklore past
is fast becoming only a
'memory.
There was a time when if
the woman of the house had
spare time her only recreation
was calling the neighbors in
for an afternoon of friendly
conversation and quilting.
The highlight of any rural
week was the quilting bee.
But this Is fast becoming a
relic of the past. Although a
few elderly women and an
even fewer number of younger
women, practice the age-old
craft of quilting, it seems as
though it is destined to join
antiquity.
Of the few women left who
practice the craft, Mrs. Eula
Henson Is one.
Mrs. Henso n, 78, of Ella
Munal Courts in Paducah, began to quilt before she was 16
and has continued for the last
80 years.
She explains the process of
quilting as the sewing together
of a lining and a patterned
top with a cotton layer between. According to Mrs. Hen-

; JUNE'Is DAIRY MONTH

son, the art of "piecing" together a pattern is the most
interesting aspect of the craft.
The pattern may come as
one of more than 100 different
designs, of which Flower Garden is her favorite.
Mrs. Henson explains that
she "would rather quilt than
do anything else in the world."
When asked why the craft
is becoming more rare, she
explained that it is related to
the reason people quilted In
the beginning.
"We women didn't have any
other form of entertainment
when I was young,so we would
quilt," she said.

JUNE IS
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And Our Bank Joins In
Saluting The Dairy Farmer!
His Contribution to the Health and
Prosperity of the Nation is a Major One

is even more directly related
to the fewer number of quitters.
"It takes me a month or
more to make a complicated
quilt," she said. —nut means
working six hours a day."
For those who sell their
products, the pay isn't considered adequate, according to
Mrs. Henson who remembers
when she and a friend would
earn 25 cents a day for their
labor.
"Every time I think about
making a quarter a day, I
laugh," she commented.
As in many handicrafts, the
product of quilting depends on
Its quality.

"We didn't have television
and other things like that,"
she added, "and there was
hardly anyone I knew that
didn't make their own quilts."
Mrs. Henson explained
further that the work involved

7
7

"My daughter still has
quilts I made for her 2.5 years
ago," she said, "and that's
after several youngsters have
grown up on them."

7
7
7
7
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01.11t SEKV10ES INCLUDE:
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21 Dour Depository Service
for All Depositors

7
7
7
7
7
7

Deposits

ilOillfed to

420,000.00

praise and gratitude of us all.
It has been a pleasure for our bank to
work closely with many dairy farmers
in this area for a long time. supplying the credit to enable them to further
their plans for the care and improve-

ment of their livestock, land, essential
equipment and buildings. For this is

Your 'ts'touiil Is

a bank ... offering a wide range of

Always Appreciated

services, under one roof, to one and all.

We Welcome Every Opportunity
to he of Service to YOU!

OltiltnittratediratVnt
7
7
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7
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7
7

A. C. Butts and Sons and Wayne Feeds
congratulates our AREA DAIRY MEN
and urge yo to use MORE dairy products.

The effort and ilitcrprise of the dairy farmers of America' in producing
products essential to the health and vitality of our nation deserve the

Use Our Drive - In Window

FULTON BANK
FULTON. KY.

NUMB FDIC

Dairy Farmers Always Profit With...
01.1

THE LONG GREEN LINE
...from John Deere

Living Proof

5:

of performance of
Wayne's Dairy Program
•
ts,

tt

Modern Farm EquipmentIs Tops For Efficiency
f

4

(Above): Graves Paschall. HaseL'Kentucky,
shown with 'Paschall Favorite Ruble"...
who on April 8, 1970 completed D. H.I. A.
test of 64 vounds of 5.6 butterfat milk.

Mr. Paschall stated that "Since we changed
to WAYNE HIGH-FLOW PEW.:TED
MILKER, I feel that my butterfat test is
somewhat better, breeding conception is
higher, and cows stay in good flesh."

Now, most important in this
whole picture is the man Who
owns and cares for the cows
He makes all this possible.
assuring consumers an abundance of pure, fresh Milk.

The modern Dairy Farmer.
with a tremendous investment
in land, livestock and buildings, is a business rutin. His
efficiency is aided immensely
by modern dairy farm, equipment and machinery.

We are here to serve the needs of the Dairy Farmer with
equipment to help him serve you better, and we Salute him
for his determination to assure you the
BEST IN DAIRY FOODS alwiys.

Mrs. Paschall added that "WAYNE
CALF KRUNCH has certainly helped our
calf program."

IT PAYS TO FED

479-2641

rWAY ttl E
FEEDS

Broadway la Sold Falba

%:4744:1f4DAIRIES INC.FRILTON

SM

We handle De Laval Milking Eginp.
ment and the best lines of dairy
Supplies that money can buy.

• BURNETTE
TRACTOR COMPANY
FtILTON,KY.

US 45-51 BYPASS

Cf

.rok,wituasoiensumr.w-Apo,

'age 4

Fv41ton, Ky.

Thursday, June 17, 1971

For every 100,000
The oceans of the world are
BuMehead ducks can emerge
home to some 200,000 species of in full flight from an under. tomies done in this
water dive.
there are 17 deaths.
life.
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Aerial Spray Stops Blight,
Corn Specialists Announce
SEBRIlIE, Ky. --- The deadly
Southern, corn leaf blight can
be ,contrdlled through the use of
a eew technique for the spray
application of any blight-effective fungicide.
E. B. •Stull
_ _ and other corn
sPecialiste provided evidence
to support this claim at a special
five-state blight-control conference at the Roy Stull farm
near Sebree, in Henderson
County, last week.
•
Stull described
the application method "as a system
that puts the fungicide on target,— -the plant leaves--- and

mama;

Give Dad the Gift
he is sure to like!

keeps it there.even under rainy
conditions that permit the corn
blight fungus to develop rapidly." Previously, spraying had
to be repeated often to be effective.
"Two or three aerial sprayings at a total cost of $14 an
acre should provide all of the
protection a corn crop needs,"
Stull told farmers at the conference from Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Tennessee and
Missouri.
The spray Stull described is
based on vegetable oil and water
emulsion

(because he makes the choice himself)
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Heating and Cooling Comfort Makers
— SALES AND SERVICE
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MEMORIES — Morehead State University
President and Mrs. Adron Doran recalled
their days In Western Kentucky recently during the Kentucky FHA cooventicm on the
MSU campus. Among the more than 900
high school coeds attending were Lisa Clapp
(second from left), a Junior at Wing° High
School, and Iris Shreve, a sophomore at Mayfield High School. The fathers of both young
ladles were students and athletes at Wingo

to

era

ly-

ter

NORTH AMERICAN

ial

REFRIGERATION AND HEATING CO.
300 College, South Fulton 479-2551

High School while Dr. Doran was principai
and coach and Mrs. Doran was a teacher.
Miss Clapp is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Clapp of Wing°. Mr. Clapp is a state
representative from the 3rd District, the
same area Dr. Doran represented for four
terms. Miss Shreve is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Shreve of 1207 S. 12th St.,
Mayfield.
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Bay Family Shoe Store
LAKE STREET

Freeman Wins 1
If i Memphis Post

lovr
EArs
SERVICE
MIK STORES
GOOD

'MI MI
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FATHERS DAY IS JUNE 202
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--- MAKE PAPPY HAPPYI

Naugahyde Recliner Chair _ _ _ _ $48.88

•

LARGE SELECTION OF COLORS!

I

2- Piece Sofa - Bed Suite

Orthopedic

$109.95

I

Mattress, Matching Box Spring Set $78.88

20,000 BTU Air Conditioner

$299.95

(INSTALLED IN YOUR WINDOW!)

•
•
•

3- Piece Bedroom Suite

$109.95 I

REG. PRICE $299.95; IN COLORS!

DeLuxe Magic Chef Gas Range $219.95 wit

1

2 - Door Frost Clear Refrigerator $269.95 wit
WITH ICE MAKER

27 x 54 Throw Rugs, While They Last $4-88
1 - Lot Odd Coffee Tables, from _
•

All-Cedar Cedar Chest

$8.95
$46-50

WADE
•
•

FURNITURE CO.
112 Lake St. Faille, b.

•
MINI•1111•11 NMIONO NMI

1/

/1

it

Mlle•MINIM II III
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Mr. and Mrs. Freeman, who
recently celebrated their 25th
wedding anniversary, have been
frequent visitors to Obion County
in past years and have made
many friends here.
She and her future husband
met while both were attending
the University of Tennessee at
\ Knoxville and were married
\ shortly thereafter. They have
four daughters--Mrs. Randy
Terrell, Martha, Jeanie and
Linda.
The Memphis Board of
Education selected Mr. Freeman
for the important position from a
list of 52 applicants for the job
surrendered by E. C. Stimbert,
who resigned to become Tenof
Superintendent
nessee
Education. Mr. Freeman had
acting
as
serving
been
superintendent since January.
attended
Freeman,
who
Mr.
schools in Memphis and has
worked for the Board of
Education for 24 years, received
both his bachelor's and master's
degrees from U-T Knoxville.
He was voted a three-year
contract as superintendent at an
annual salary of 831,500.

4,3

4-PLY NYLON CORD T RES
$68
FOR
ANY OF THESE SIZES—
ONE LOW PRICE
7.75x 14

Edgar H. Bailey, school board
president, characterized Mr.
Freeman as "a warm, human
person, a man who gets things
done."
Mr. Freeman's first official
actions after being handed the
reins were to recommend that
Shelby D. Counce be named
deputy superintendent and that
Ernest Ray Holt be made
assistant superintendent of the
department of business affairs.
Both recommendations won
unanimous approval by the
school board.

O

8.25x14

Blackwell tubeless plus $2.14 to
$2,32 Fed. to. Tax per tire (depend.
ing on size) and four old tires

*6.50 x 13 blackwall tubeless plus $1.76 Fed. to. Tax per tire and four old tires
WHITEWALLS $4.00 more per tire

WHITEWALLS $3.00 mere each
Use Our Rain Check Program: Because of a
spected heavy demand for Goodyear tires, w
may run out of some sizes during this offer. bu
we will be happy to order your size tire at th
dvertised price and issue you a rain check to
future delivery of the merchandise.

"ALL-WEATHER ISE'
• Clean sidewall design, radial darts on shoulder • Tripletempered nylon cord construction •Everyday low prices

GOODYEAR—THE ONLY MAKER OF POLYGLAS
.TIRES

ENGINE1111-UPFREE

OIL CHANGEillIBE
44,

SIKESTON, Mo.—Ken Curtis,
star of the TV series "gunsmoke," will appear for all performances of this year's Jaycee
Bootheel Rodeo to be held Aug.
12-15.
Curtis, also known as Festus
to "Gunsmoke" fans, has appeared in such films as "The
Searchers", "The Alamo," "The
Quiet Man," "How The West
Was Won," and "Cheyenne Autumn."
Gene R. Y oil e y, publicity
chairman of ;the 19th annual
event, in making the announcement of the performer's return
engagement, said Curtis probably was the most popular star
ever to appear at the Jaycee
Bootheel Rodeo
BIG BUSINESS
Farming in the United States
employs as many people as the
transportation. steel and auto
industries combined.

7.75x15

4 FOR

Ken Curtis
To Appear
At Rodeo

Lb
to

FOR THE

John Freeman, who Friday
was named superintendent of
Memphis City Schools, is the
husband of an Obion County
woman and is well-known in this
area.
Mrs. Freeman is the former
Rebecca Moore, daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Moore of
the Woodland Mills community.
She is the sister of J. R. Moore,
manager of radio station WENK,
and Robert C. Moore, prominent
Obion County farmer.

111
1111

FULTON, KY.

arwea-48-410-404104.4104.40-10-40-4sellwelaslinelesleses

Is

It

From

An/6 eV
,.

o
add Tol for
8 cyl. cars

•-•

$
2988

prerntiurfl oil
is used

Includes complete draining of old oil,
refill with new oil, an oil-level check of
transmission and differential, and a full
chassis lubrication.

• New Spark Plugs • New Points
• New Condenser.
... Free Oil and
Lube with this service 111 Sat. night.

Now at your nearby MIDYEAR SERVICE
FULTON
Open Daily 7:30 a. m. to 5:30 p. m.

Tires and batteries priced contpotitioyely at the following Dealer:
CHARLES ROBERT BENNETT GOODYEAR 4th & Depot Fulton, Ky.
IP
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.Fulton, Ky.

FRyE
2
STEAK
990
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U.S. CHOICE

E. W.JAMES
SUPER-MA

U.B. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

PLUS
Q
STAMPS

LB.

U.S. CHOICE

U.S. CHOICE SIRLOIN

LEGS& THIGHS
_LUAU —
BACKS
LEGS
Roasting

Lb. 39c
Li._ 5
Lb. 15c
Lb. 69c

tHICKENS

Lb. 35c

HANNIVER

STEAK
139

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

Lb.

T-BONE

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

GIZZARDS
THIGHS
FRYERS (cot up)

WE HAVE SPECIAL THICK CUTS OF PORK &
II;S.Choice Porter House

Lb 48c
Lb,
Lb. 49c
_ Lb. 33c

Lb. $1.49

STEAK
Sirloin Tip Boneless

Lb. $1.39

ROAST

Fryer

Extra-Lean Boneless

QUARTERS

Lb, 35c

STEW MEAT

Lb. 79c

FRESH

HAMBURGER 49C NBECO K BONES

LB

LB

fresh Ground

Country - Style

CHUCK

Lb. 89c

Fresh Tender Pork

Lb. 79c

RIBS

STEAK

Lb. 5k

Spreadit Imitation Cheese

Stokely's 12-oz. Sour

Stokely's 22-oz.

SPREAD 2- Lb.Box 79c

PICKLES 4 for $1.N

SWEET PICK

Stokely 16-oz Size

24- Count EV-R-CRISP

CUT BEETS 7 Cans $1.00

SOFT clasP CON
WONDER

9 Cans
TOMATO SAUCE $1 00

ES

5k

Stokely 8-oz. Size

Zic

off
ERS,3
9
v
c
,
i
,
A
c
POIATOCHIPS4vail ************************************10
WONDER TWIN PACK

VANILLA

Wonder Barbecue or Plain cou

AA MOTOROLA 14"-PORTABLE
_COLOR1Ni m
.„

CHIPS Reg.33c Bag 2k

5

Charmin

14" picture, itieletremtitajacnallY• 10734-Killustrated in s;rnlitated derr,.)nstrat,un

LB.
BAG

TISSUE 4RollPack 4k

MOTOROLA
COLOR /1.V
CRACKERS 39c COOKIES 2 89c COME AND REGISTER.AWAYJUL'
NO OBLIGATI°
Stokely 46-u...

. . .,. . . . . . .,. . . .,. . . . . . . . .,.„ F

AND ADDIT 5.00 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
MILK AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS

TOMATO JUICE

3k

RITZ

NABISCO

LIMIT I COUPON
PER FAMILY

ORE()

I5oz.
BAG

BAGS

12". 13°X

Choc-Chip
Coconut
NABISCO — SHORTBREAD — CHIPS - AHOY

COOKIES

2BAGS 8k

ALPINE

MEALmRTAINH/TE

5 Lb.4g

- 55c

REELFOOT
25

PHILADELPHIA

Lb.Bag

4 Lb. Carton - - 69c

$1.99 LARD

CREAM

GRADE A

CHEESE 29c
8oz PKG.

STOKELY 14-oz.

LARGE,

EGGS 350
1-)0Z.

HART'S 15 1 2-oz.

YOU VISIT E. W. ,
HELP CELEBRATE
E. W.JAMES & SONS
37th ANNIVERSARY
SALE

OF
GROCERIES
WILL
25 JUNE 17th, 35 JUNE 18th 40

.1

TOMATO CATSUP 4for 2.00 CORN CREAM STYLE 5 CANS
TREASURE HUNT.NO OBLIGATION.C
tiTedRIEER BEANS 7Cans $1.00 DM SAUCE 151 2-".5Cans $1.00 OUR 37th ANNIVERSARY SALE. YOt

IrDoa

THIS AD GOOD THURSDAY
.1ITNE 17th

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY,
9 A.M. TO 7P.M.
HO LIMIT

rHRUWEDNE

PE.W.
t4t10.."Nutxpik
.FtLTty

E ACti
WE RESERVE THE RICAT TO

Fulton, Ky.

BUTTS
490

LOIN

FINE FOR OUTDOOR
BARBECUING

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.

Plus
Quality
Stamps

Lb 59i;

KREY SEMI,BONELESS

fERSARY SALE

'REELFOOT SLICED LUNCH

HAMS
79c

OF PORK & BEEF FOR OUT DOOR BARBECUING

MEATS
390

PICKLE & PIMENTO
LIVER CHEESE
BEEF & BACON
6oz. PKG.
SOUSE
PEPPERED-LOAF
BOLOGNA

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.

Reelfoot 4 to 8 lb. (whole or half) By - The - Piece

SLAB BACON

Rooster

Lb. 35c

Lb. 39c SMOKE JOWL

Reelfoot Houskr Valley - Sliced
Reelfoot Slab Silted

Swift - Premium 4 to 6 lb. Turkey

Lb. 5k

BREAST

Lb. $1.19

Center Slices Tenderated

Country Style

EMPIRE-HEN
TURKEYS 33 BOLOGNA
Lb. 55c JOE!

BACON

Lb. 99c

FRIES

Country Style

Lb. 59c BACON

BACON

Page?

Sliced Pork Quarter

FRESH -LEAN-PORIC BOSTON

VIES 8t SONS
-MARKETS

Thuttlay, June 17, 1971

Lb. 3k

HAM

Lb. 99c

LAKE-BRAND

(1046#)

LB.

Fresh Water Frozen

Reelfoot Hot Dog

r

Lb. 89c

Kraft Natural Swiss

Kraft 25-oz.

Jar 29c, CHEESE

BLITTE

OLEO

cmally,
en

,r1St,3t,11

TROIA 14"PORTABLE
.01111 TORE GIVEN
8P_,,M
AT
AYJULY
3RD
OBLIGATION. REGISTER AS OFTEN

CA

28oz.

Kraft 18-oz.

5 Lbs.

$1.00 Grape Jelly 3for $1.11
16-oz.Size,Stokely

PAPER PLATES 89c

Sweet Dill Strips

Hart's 16-oz.

Renuzit's 7-oz. Size

ISIT E W. JAMES & SONS.

Diamond

ALUM= FOIL

)WILLBASKETS
BE GIVEN AWAY

Lg.Size

MIRACLE WHIP

5k

4k

CRACKERS 11-oz. 29c
Giant Tide

DETERGENT 49-oz. 115c

49c

WE ACCEPT U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS
HORMEL

250

5-oz.

VIENNA SAUSAGE 4 Cans $1.00 1
MEBrr

E. W.JAMES

TEA

I;74
,B
r
7X
t.:

Merit All Purpose

3 Cans $1.00 AIR FRESHENER

DOUBLE QUALITY STAMPS
ON -WEDNESDAY
IAS

PEANUT BRITTLE

Kraft 32-oz.

100 Count

PEARS

plgy

KRAFT

Plarbel Stick

18-oz.Jar 3k

CHEESE 12-oz.Pkg. 69c

3Jars $1.00

7.(Air

moderCP400F

SAUCE

Kraft Indiv. Wrapped Sliced

JIF-CREAMY PEANUT

COLOR-TV

Lb. 7k

CUTLETS

Kraft 5-oz. Jar

!MUSTARD

390

Kraft Barbecue

Lb. 3k CHEESE 6-oz. Pkg. 49c

ARGARINE

LB

Boneless Pork

FRANKS 2Lb.Pkg. $1.19 CAT FISH
Kraft 6 - Stick Miracle

WHOLE OR
HALF STICK

In Lb. Box

1 Lb. Box 29c 1

59c , SALTINES
t

ICE COLD LARGE

JUICY SUNKIST CHOICE

EXTRA SWEET

EACH

LEMONS 290 WATERMELON
SIZE
D°Z

JUMBO
18th 40 JUNE 19th ON THE WONDER LARGE FANCY
3 For $1.00
Each 10c
1GATION.COME HELP US CELEBRATE BELL PEPPERS:
SALE. YOU COULD BE THE LUCKY ONE CUCUMBERS %IL 2 For 25c RED ONIONS cArwirA Lb. 19c

AY JUNE 170

rHRU WEDNESDAY JUNE 23rd.1971

NES, ft2- SONS et
XI-SAVINGS"
SO, FILTH, TENN,

OE1111111111111E1

WE THE

Miff TO LIMIT

QUANTITIES

FREE COCA COLA
THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY
Come On In And Lets Have A Good
Time Together.

COCA COL
LA:G.E.27

Fulto

In

are- p

LADIES ONE SIZE

PANTY HOSE
10 LOVELY SHADES

2
DIAPERS
2$
PAIR$

1 0
0

BIRDSEYE

QUICK DRYING WITH PINKED EDGE

PKG
OFSI

PKGS

6

LIMIT
6 PKG$
PLEAS

10% DISCOUNT

•
18 IN PORTABLE

ON YOUR

CHARCOAL GRILLS

TOTAL PURCHASE

$2,77

ADJUSTABLE COOKING HEIGHT

KOTEX

99t

SANITARY NAPKINS
40's
REGULAR &
SUPER
METAL

VERY PLATE IS A WINNER!

CIL

So.
to

On

6

SLE
Privet

SPIN;

Wan
take ol
seen lo
credit
Lexing
BU

Reba
to se;
a utorn,
perien
fish at
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cash c
hours
month
more.
write,
her,
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Park,
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South

TerN
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Redeem Plate In Store For Item Printed On It

PRIZES TO BE AWARDED

LET
aniM
sm

1-Model 424 Polaroid earners
1-$10.88 Wrist Watch
1-Mitchell 5000 Ambassadeur Reel
1-Pipe Value to $6.00
WATCH
1-WRIST
20-Bomber Fishing Lures
$19.88 VALUE
50-Quart Havoline or Super Blend Motor Oil
10- $10.00 Gift Certificates
100-10% Discount on Purchase
100-5% Discount On Purchase
116-10% Discount on Lay-A-Way Purchase
When Matched By Customer
20- 25% off on Dept. 85 Small Appliances, Toaster,
50- Auto Litter Baskets, Handy Container for Road Maps,
Irons, Blenders, etc.
Sunglasses, Baby Bottles, etc.
20- 25% off on Dept 86 Radios, Stereos, less than '200"
20-Chrome Fog Lights-Easy to Install For all 12 volt systems
10- Whirlpool 23,000 B.T.U. Air Conditioners-220 volt.
20- Ventilated auto Seat Supports. Prevents perspiration and
Deluxe 3 Speed-Super Capacity Free Delivery-Free
soiling of clothes
Normal Window Installation Less than our cost '300"
10- 30 qt. Styrofoam Ice Chest with lid and metal handle
50-Badminton Sets Includes 2 racquets, birdie, and net.
ONLY ONE PRIZE.PER PERSON!
arAtave!MOW eke
•

master charge

UNION CITY, TENN.
REELFOOT AVE.
STORE HOURS: MONDAY thru SATURDAY 9AM TO 9PM

Why Pick On Harold?
-py Harald J. Neerid
. Old William Shakespeare once
in his writings, "what's in
E
hame?"
n
I think he went on to
that "a rose by any other
. e smells as sweet" but Uiat is
the point. I don't want to
about roses, I want to talk
• name-"HAROLD."
••Xverybody knows by now that
goews
name is Harold but nobody
why,not even my motherjust came up with it one day
of nowhere. There haft
Harold (except for my
Non) in any branch of the
lanily that I know of. Lots of
'
call me by my middle namet is, Joe. I that' I will start
..
Ns name change,

mostly on account of those
I screwy television commercials
I It was bad enough when the
I very funny comedian, Bill Cosby,
started telling some hilarious
stores about his friend, "Old
Weird Harold" -- I have been
called weird before he ever
thought of the character, but the
siltation has deteriorated even
further since that time.
Everytime you turn on the TV
set you see some commercial or
other which features some stupid
boob who is referred ta as
'Harold' by another actor or
actress You have seen one of
them, I knot'. This guy laid bed
with a terrible cold in his Doge
MINI his wife, Mildred,feeds htm•

little cup of a highly alcoholic
potion which allows Harold to get
• good night's sleep_
Harold says, "I'm lucky to
have you, Mildred," and dear old
Mildred says, "I know, Harold."
Not every wife pours medical
alcohol into her ,nusband!
I don't take any of' this personally,
r,e, tat why pick
I It is a perfectly
on us
good name; especially in some df
the Northern .European and
Scandinavian countries where
there have been several kings
named Harald. The name means
"lesder of men" in the Danish
language, I learned several years
age while looldes through g book
of names for babies. I tried to tall
the U.S. Nam that het It didn't
ga, me outeithe'Natv vendee of
ICP at all.
What about your name If you

nam • ruce, you:,
appen to
Peter has probably
should be more aggravated than
of a -name fer
been..l
us Harolds. "Bruce" as a name
dren as well. If ourI
has been the subject of quite a
Riblicplaterpretation is oared,
few sly innuendos from the TV
there is something involved with
comedians lately. I happen to
"rock" about the qame Peter
know that Bruce is a good Scotch
That will fit in real well with
name and it has a meaning which -; some of these hardheaded boys.
I can't remember (we threw
Whatever you do,consider long
tansy the name book when we
and carefully before you name
quit having visits from the stork.) the child "JUNIOR". You hear of
If you are naming any babies in • people with the most unlikely
the near future, you might want names in the book naming their
to give a little thought to what you, boys after "pop" and this can get
are laying on the kid. Picks goodi to be downright confusing at
athilcal name. All of those have, times. Juniors Man name their
in'intermit:the meaning which is I sons the same and drop a Roman
not likely to embarass the poor
numeral "Ill" after the name,
child later.
sometimes even an "IV". I mews
If it's a boy, try Benjamia,r, this is okay if you like the ides.
There are.gangs of those in Ply,
' Of course, the kid ime have his
family Benjamin was the father, .name changed Ape* what be
of one of the'haw of Israel and, re-settee athderseill le fin„doesret
the name means "soa of the right, feel be qui Rye e1,*
Is,
ahisYs hotel° MIpal* with
hiinst."

COTTON BALLS
79'
VALUE

PKG$1.00

mono
sumen
ducts.
pant
No.: A
Freeqx
232-411

6 TUMBLERS
1 LARGE PITCHER
REG. 11.66
AQUA VELVA SHAVING

10 OZ
CAN

LATHER
2cANs$1.00

RAN.,AMIP , .

Drainage Work Hit By Warvel
The director of the Tennessee
Game and Fish Commission has
a warped math of humor naming
kids. The classic example in my
collection of odd names was seen
on a couple of mailboxes in
I
western Arkansas last
just about ran off the road whet I
rHd on a mailbox, the name
"Ulm Seeder, Junior," and about
• mile down the road, another
which read "Luke Senior,
Senior." It's tbe truth, so bap
me'
Anyway,Ws sonsothing to think
about if you have nothing better
to do, If you just can't decide on
a tame pc your baby, go ahead
and use John or Mary - both tried
end tested monickers!

taken • stand against the continuation of channellution work
an the Obion and Forked Deer
river systeins.
Harold Warvel, testifying
Wednesday in Washington before
a congressional subcommittee,
said the drainage work dose by
the U.S. Corps of Engineers has
contributed to a decline in stream
fishing.
The House subcommittee on
conservation heard Mr. Warvel
declare that such projects in the
future should be planned by some
agency not involved in the actual
work.
"Instead of gating rid of water
through channelization," the
Game and Fish director said,
"why net hold it where it falls,

even if adjustments must be
made in presently accepted
benefit-cost ratios?"
Mr. Warvel wai one of several
witnesses wbo told the subcommittee that stream dant
nelization projects have bqavth.
damaged fish and wildlife saki
other
natural
resource!"
throughout tbe country.
Ridard K. Yancey, of the
Louisiana Wildlife and hallerfee
Conunission, Rid lade proieeht
In his state warriet aft by the
Army Engineers end SIM Solt
C,Onservation Service, • had
resulted in the twig 46 per cast
of the game Kelt countless deer,
and birds feed, in some
cases, minty let's, of marshianth.
The flood control work here in
West Tennessee has beet,slowed
down by • lawsuit -

Sam,

(Wet?!

I

Page 8
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PluSiciPtuits coo testing sante
testi of making their grievimelle
taxmen.
Lite in April, the Vietnam
Veterans against the war came IS
the city. Their method of at4 tracting attention to their etude
was to stage mock battles in
demonstrations
which coMpicious places, but one of
The
rave gripped the nation's capital their members was invited to
Writ weeks, bring to mind testify before a Senate Coinse ral questions.Demon- mitfbe. On their last day, they
are quite common in formed a long line and one by one
str
thlikeity, but by and large they threw away their medals.
and.peaceful affairs, with the
following week saw the
disituption tactics of the May Day
group. These people came to the
en* with the stated purpose
of throwing a monkey wrench
into' the machinery of our
national government and forcing
it to-grind to a halt. Although few
Bo MUCH- . .
people realized it, the disruption
for so LITTLE... was supposed to express the
dereenstrators opposition to the
**********
way,,
This latter group staged sit
Only 51 per word
doeltis at the justice department
to reach
andat the Capitol. They also tried
to bting Washington traffic to a
6,500 Homes 1
standstill.
Diking the morning rush hour
SLEEPING ROOMS for rent. on ': Monday, they stalled
autemobiles on busy inPrivate bath. Call 472-2336.
termetions. They threw nails,
SPINET - CONSOLE PIANO lg
ou
e cans and anything else
Id find onto the streets.
Wanted, responsible party to
let the air out of the tires of
take over spinet piano, Can be
cars and pushed them
seen locally. Easy terms. Write intone line of traffic. When cars
credit Mgr. P. 0. Box 7202 werh forced to stop, they stole
Lexington, Kentucky.
the distributor caps.
The bridges leading into the
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY city from the Virginia suburbs
are packed with cars during the
MAN OR WOMAN
rusk hour, and these bridges
Reliable person from this area become focal points for the
to service and collect from dencenstrators. However, the
automatic dispensers. No ex- police and the federal troops kept
perience needed . . . we estab- the -traffic flowing at a pace
lish accounts for you. Car, ref- faster than normal most of the
erences and $995.00 to $1885.00 timI.
At I write this column, both
cash capital necessary. 4 to 12
hours weekly nets excellent groups have gone,and the war in
monthly ifiCOM e. Full time Vietnam goes on.
more. For local interview, Thp first question which arises
write, include telephone num- is "What good did it do?" About
ber, Eagle Industries, 3938 the cmly thing I can see is that the
Meadowbrook Road, St. Louis demanstrators seem to have had
a ;Wonderful time. They can
Park, Minnesota 55426.
return home and be idolized by
thejrpeers for their idealism and
TRUCK LINES
cotesige. Yet the war goes on.
Wine harm did it do? For one
(CITY AND ROAD DRIVER
it cost the taxpayers a
TRAINING. Call or write th.
trerodous
amount of money.SHERIDAN TRUCK UNES,
4510 Poplar Level, 502-589-4163, Tip Zet sum is not yet know*s
Cliffs ' up a mess is an exLouisville, Kentucky, 40217.
pensive operation. Furthermore,
It foots a great deal to move
WE 1:1AKE DRAPES FREE; troops from one place to another
you pay only for the material and to sustain them in their
used. P. N. Hirsch & Company, temporary location. The people
South Fulton, Tenn.
who had their automobiles
damaged (a few were turned
SENT Wheelchairs. crutches over and others were burned) ,
MI alter convalescent aids at will have to pay out of their own
CM SUPER DRUG 408.Lalre maws
Fukon, Ky
Another example of the effect
of the
demonstration
is
LET US KEEP your small
Illustrated by the attitude of a
animals while you vacation.
Midwest Congressman. He told
:Pamper Poodle Parlor.
tTPAEhIE-hit.4 41900.Mak up
4794229.—
his- mindto vote for the bill to ,
place a December 31st deadline'.
WANTED Elf MEDIATELY, on he withdrawal of
our troops
roan or woman to supply. con- nein Vietnam. But now, he
said,
sumers with Rawleigh Pro- he Was afraid that such a vote
ducts. Can earn $50 weekly wonld associate him,in the minds
part time. Write giving phone of his constituents, with the
No.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co., disrupters who tried to shut down
Freeport, Dlinois or call 815- our national government.
232-4161 between 8 and 4:30.
Even if the President wanted to
bring our troops home immediately, he could not because
he would almost certain be accused of knuckling under to the
Caw WM Negate Tim
tattles of the disrupters. Thus,
the very cause espoused by the
dedionstrators has suffered. And
the war goes on
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO OUR NEIGHBORS,
': E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPER MARKET.
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'EVERYDAY --,
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PRICE ' '3.39

MYLANTA

-STAMPS
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PURCHASE OF
100 PALS VITAMINS

EXCEDRIN

FREE WITH
PURCHASE OF
12 OZ MYLANTA

100 FREE

$133

EVERYDAY
SUPER D
PRICE

----'-..

50 FREE

EVERYDAY
SUPER D
PRICE

QUALITY
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COMPARE AT
'1.63
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100 FREE

4-
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11
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-

$

FREE WITH
PURCHASE OF
ZJPPO LIGHTER

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

AFTER SHAVE LOTION
4% OZ
COMPARE AT '1.75

.

Ilb0 FREE
QUALITY
STAMPS

$ 149

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

FREE WITH
PURCHASE OF
OLD SPICE AFTER SHAVE

AMITY BILLFOLDS
COMPARE AT '6.00
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100 FREE
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100 FREE :::.
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100 FREE
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Few men in public life can
afford to ignore their mail, and
most of the Members of Congress
win tell you that they are influenced more by the mail from
their constituents than by any
other factor. An elected official
who is not respillitive to the will
of the people he represents
cannot long hold his office.
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Save twice this week at Super D.
Once with Super D's everyday low prices on
Health and Beauty Aids, Photofinishing,
191/. r°°,454 2 Co?ir/it
Baby Needs and most of all Prescription. And this _ 1,„7„ox, 23,po
week you can save again with FREE Quality Stamps, Mid-\-- Per fa/"
Y1i
7?Ily. team
America's favorite, when you purchase the items featured below.
We reserve the right to limit quantities. Ad good through June 23, 1971

BRECK SHAMPOO 100 FREE
,,,,,
' —COMPARE
--- AT---'- 4- QUALITY
'1.15--- '
7 OZ

A . young lady who had just
haird me express the views I
have written here, asked me just
whpt I thought people should do,
fleet demonstrate,in order to get
a response from their government. I am sure that my answer
did not give her much satisfacdoh, but I told her to write her
views to her elected officials.

<00 r„°4
'G000

100 FREE

$480

FREE WITH
PURCHASE OF
100 EXCEDRIN

QUALITY
STAMPS
FREE WITH
PURCHASE OF
AMITY BILLFOLD

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

LOWEST PRESCRIPTION PRICES EVERYDAY

..

CONVENIENT LOCATION
1106 NAILLING STREET
I.

DISCOUNT DRUGS

(NEXT TO E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET) '
UNION CITY, TENN.

PHONE 885-6558

.

OPEN - 9AM TO 9PM MONDAY thru SATURDAY
WE RESERVE THE RIM TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

STOREWIDE SUPER DISCOUNTS EVERYDAY

,

Thursday, June 17, 1971

Fulton,Ky.

20 PIECE. SET

This Lizzie Will
be given away at
9:00 p.m. Saturday July 3
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GRaMIN
STAMPS

By Patronizintg us
Lkquid
Detergent
with coupon
NEW STRETCH N SEAL

CHUCK ROAST
Southerm Southern Belle Full Cooked

McCormick

100 sq. ft. ROLL 55c

FOOD WRAP

29c

32 oz.
Bottle

4-oz.

PEPPER

FABRIC Finish

29c

ARMOUR

39c POTTED MEAT

20-oz.

PRUF

COCKTAIL
ROYAL OAK

1CAKE MIX

Duncan Hines
white- yellow
Devils Food

CRISCO

30

3- 16-oz. Can _ __ _ 29c

NICE THICK

2%

COUNTRY STYLE

2lb. or more) _ _ Lb. 49c

SAUSAGE
FRESH

lb.

Lb. 79c
PORK CUTLETS
4
4
— CHICKEN PARTS —
Lb. 59c 4
h BREAST
S THIGHS
Lb. 59c k
g LEGS
Lb. 59c g
Lb. 49c
LEGS (Whole)
3 WINGS
Lb. 25c 1

IIIIIIKI/IIIIIIAVAIIMIIIIIIIIII/IFII,
II
INFAMIIIIII.0AIIV.41IIIIAMrliar/
IIIMIAIIIIIIIKIPAVAIIIIUMAIMIIIIII.IVAIVATAIIIIIIIAIIII/IIKIIIIIIKAVAII/IIII/AV/I I
I/

t

11

2
1
2
g
4 Pride of Illinois

303
cans

1Southern Belle
Tender
2 Butt
lb.
2 Portion
Smoked

k Yellow Solids
$1 1

cream style

,k
4

Lb. 2k

FAT BACK
Country Skillet
Grade A
Whole lb.

For
Frying

HAM

$1.00

5- 303 Cans

Lb. 25c

NECK BONES

;
I
OLEO
HAMS
CORN
5
5
PORK&BEANS
$1 V4 PORK LOIN

411.4111FAIIP'II

49c

49t

lb.

FRESH

39t FRYERS

TEENIE WEENIE

CORN

Chickasaw
Sliced Rindless

Center Sliced

DOG FOOD

0

lb.
can

Pkg.

STRONG HEART

All Vegtable Shortening

3

19 oz.

Lb. 73c

12-oz. Pkg.

FRANKS

BACON

twin pack _ _ 49c

POTATO CHIPS

Whole or Half

Morrell: SKINLESS

Southern Belle Slab
Whole or
Half
Slab lb.

Bonds Hamburger Sliced

LIBERTY

SOUTHERN BELLE - SEMI - BONELESS

PICNICS,:
:
a

79c

10 Lb.Bag

9

First
Cut lb.

HAMS

33:3s 850 BACON

Sacramento
Fruit
BLUE PLATE

CHARCOAL

4-31 4-oz, __ 59c

U.S. Choice

lb. $1

I

Shank

g

Fresh
°4
k BACK
LIVER&NECKS
Lb. 89c

lb.
Portion

Lb. 15c ,I
,‘
Lb. 39c B

Fresh
GIZZARDS

7
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIAMIAIVIIIIIIIII/AIIIIPIPAIIIVAIIIIVAII/IIIVAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIVAPPIEVAIIIIIIIIMUAIIIIIIVAIVAIIIAVAIIIIIIVAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIPAIIIIIIIAIIIIIIIAIIIAIVAIIIIIKarama
Centers gE
Ends Mixed

Show Boat8 3c0:1

'

cHARMIN

MACKERAL

TISSUE

4- 16-oz. Cans $1.00

49c

4 Rolls

Tall Can

SALMON

Jumbo Roll

TOWELS

79c

STEAK

39c!

lb.

SPARE RIBS

3 69e BACON
15 1/2 oz.

Miss Liberty
Round Top

Lb. 69c

Miss Liberty
Sliced Rindless
lb.

Loaves

SHASTA

Ilk

12-oz.Can

SNOWDRIFT

sTEAK

42-oz.Can ___ _ 79c

plum _ 7-up Coke &

STATE FAIR

T

Pepper

AIIIIPAIKAW/AMIIIKOr

Lb. 89c

CHUCK ROAST

Tenderized

TRADE WINDS

Lb. Pkg. _ _ _ _ 29c

HUSH PUPPIES

4-32-oz. Bottles __ $1.00

5 - 303 Cans _ _ _ $1.00 COLAS.

...v.ir.avArwd Amor

Dr.

AIIIIWAINdrAlPrarAirA1
7
1.411rA
.c

59c

BONELESS

Swiss Shoulder

ALL VEGETABLE SHORTENING

TOMATOES

Lb. 49c

SMALL

•

BREAD
DRINKS

sum)...

BEEF LIVER

SCOTT

CHIEF CHUM

FRESH

Fresh Sliced Pork

1:4`•

lb. 59t

monoN Fluff

MEATY

$1
2 $125
-oz. $1 JUICE
3 290 ICE MILK

Lb. 29c

BACK BONE
OUR OWN FRESH

20-0Z.

PIES

utam

g ' '

Kraft

I Detergent
Size

MORTON CREAM3-

Bo
lb.

Lb 89c

Sacramento Tomato
46-oz.
cans

4- 1
4-14

PIES

4

PIMENTO CHEESE

IIIIIVAIIIIII//IIIIrAnirAgrIVAIIIPAVAIIII/IrAIWAVIIIIAIVAIIIFIFAMMIANKIIIIUMIIIIPAr4

BISCUITS
NitiaDRINA

CANNED
jBkAG

Ballard
Pillsbury

SAUCE

40c
49c

[PUNCII

Enzyme

With this coupon (No other purchaae

r

-:Aer
nr
Ce
gg
a l(coupon Void Alter June 2211(10 r
l,
Amor

4

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
Joy Liquid

DETERGENT

32-oz.Bottle

4

29c

29c

6-oz.Pkg.

3 Limit

COOKIES

69c

Home Grown

BUTTER BEANS

2- No.300 _ _ 29c

PRELL

SHAMPOO

16-oz.

99c

190 LEMONS
-Kentucky Wonder

LARA LYNN

(Car
;
o Worth 30c)

$1.00

Tomato 8 Cans

20 oz. Box

Detergent

APArairAll CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

i00
8,Ciont

BUSH

BLUE PLATE

VITTLES

3- 10-oz. Boxes

$1.00

PEANUT BUTTER 2 1 2ILL

POLE

II GREEN STAKes— los t COFFEE

bitligOuPon and 67.50.A.ddlPurehass
lu
Tobacco and Dairy Products.
ono - Per Faznily

PEACHES
Sunkist
Thin Skin
FRESH

CORN

•

LB.

190

3 $l
Doz

3Ears

25c

GREEN

S lb 1
99c
andrArAwar.drArdr.ar
ar.arArAr.aP :AV .•Tar.sr
CECIL'S LII3Ert,CO
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
if
Aireir
Maxwell

100 — S

/15

Turners
1/2 gal

SIKRAMENTO

VEGETABLES

SIP SAK in a bag
SALAD DRESSING awl

8 oz.
can

$1

Instant 6-oz. Jar _ 89c

ONION

Bunch

AyArAwarAr.

10c

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
Carnation
10-oa.

SLENDER

Can

F-3-E-E

This Coupon Worth 26c
k With This Coupon and $7.50 Addl.Purchase t
Coupon Worth 30c
With This Coupon No Other Purchase
'
Excluding Tobacco and Dairy Products.
With This Coupon No Other Purchase
I
Necessary.
NecessarY• (Coupon Veld,After
4
Limit One C.ounon Per Funny'
(Cowen Veld After julte 2End.)
AM,
and
4teuport
Veld
After
June
(Coupon Veld After June ZIntI
4
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